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Bahcall (19 75) has found that the average core
■ \ .radius for a group of 15 clusters of galaxies is 0.25+0.05 ,
Mpc. At the suggestion of Dr. G. Welch it was decided to 
study four nearby clusters of galaxies (A2052, A2593, A2625, 
and A154) in order èo determine their core radii. If it 
turned out that the dispersion of core radii at low redshifts 
is small, then these core radii could be said to be 
effectively constant. Any variation of the core radius at 
large redshifts would then be due to the geometry of the' 
universe.
Accordingly, a computer program was written that
would find a coçe radius by fitting ring cpuntsdata from'the
chosen clusters to -an Emden isothermal gas sphere. The ring
counts were made to three magnitude limits, one of .which
$
approximated that of Bahcall. Also, each .magnitude limit 
was used to find four core radii; one using all the ring 
count data and a counted background density; one using half 
the ring count data (only the core region) and a counted 
background density; one using all the data but solving for 
a background dei^ity (among other parameters); and one ù^ing, 
half the data and solving for the background density. These 
four results were compared in various ways in order to 
determine which method produced the "best" ..core radius. Then 
the "best" core radius for each cluster at the magnitude
1 il
limit used by Bahcall was added to her results-to obtain a 
new average and standard deviation.
, Several conclusions were drawn from the overall
results.
1. In the course of testing the program it was 
/ found that different results-, were found betWeen this and
V other programs using the same data. This indicates the need 
of a unique program to be used,exclusively.
2. Better results seem to be .found when the 
background density is counted.
3. Better results seem to be found when all data 
-(about out to the Abell radius) is used as opposed to only
the cote data.'
' 4. Two clusters show evidence of mass segregation
(A2052 and A2593).
5. The spread, of core radii from the four clusters 
of this thesis at (or more precisely, "near") Bahcall's 
magnitude limit is large enough to cast doubt on the idea 
of Using core radii as universal geometry indicators '




Dne of the fundamental questions about the uni­
verse concerns its geometry; more specifically, whether 
it is open or closed. An indicator of this property is the 
deceleration parameter qr̂ ,. which is the measure of the 
deceleration rate of the expanding universe.
For values of q^< , the universe is expanding too 
fast to'ever stop and will continue forever; the universe is 
open. For-qQ=J5, the expansion .will stop, but only at an
infinite time in the future. If the universe will
stop expanding to begin contracting at a definite time in  ̂
the future, and the greater the value of q^ the nearer is 
this time. With. the universe is said to be closed.
V
I f there were a standard metrestick that could beI . '
placed in space at different distances (as indicated by 
recessional'speed, or redshift), theg the manner in which 
its apparent size changed with redshift would depend on q^. 
Therefore a plot of appeirent size versus redshift would * 
enable a user to determine the value of q^.
As it happens, a standard metrestick may be 
available. Studies of clusters of galaxies, principally by
I _Bahcall (Bahcall 1975, and references .therein) have shown 
that rich galaxy, clusters of low redshift (z<0.14, where 
z=radial velocity/speed of light) have a linear core radius
2
Rj, (to- be explained later) which is approximately constant. 
For fifteen clusters in the redshift range 0. OlB'l^z^O. 134 
the average of Rq is 0.25±0.05 Mpc (Hq =50 km s~^Mpc~^, 
Bahcall, 1975). If this value is characteristic of clusters 
of galaxies to within sufficiently narrow' limits then Rq 
. may' serve as a standard metrestick. _ ^
For quite some time it has been known that the 
radial number density distribution of the members of rich 
clusters could be closely matched to the radi/aZ^ensity 
distribution of a bounded Emden isothermal gas sphere 
projected to two dimensions {Zwicky, 1957). To fit 
observations, the usual model, which is constructed with 
dimensionless variables, must be scaled in density and size. 
The core radius is the radius at which the density is about
a
half the central value (see Figure 1).
Actually, by definition r^=3a, where is the 
observed core radius.in arcmin and a is the structural 
length (or scale factor) of the cluster in arcmin, a value 
found: during the computer fitting process. (In Figure 1 
Ç=r/a, and at r=rg, i.e. , the actual value of the 
density is about 0.43.)
Knowing r^, the redshift of the cluster, and a 
value for Hubble's constant, the physical core radius R^ in
Mpc can be determined. Then a plot of Rg versus z for a
,1.
large number of clusters can be used to find qo.
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Figure 1 Emden isothermal gas sphere density 
profile projected to two dimensions and "bounded at 10 ■ )
(
to an,isothermal gas sphere, it is not necessarily true
that the particles (galaxies) behave as the particles in a
perfect isothermal gas sphere. The only justifications for
using this model are that it fits well to the observed data
and enables definition of a useful parameter, r^ (and so'
Re) . Undoubtedly other mathematical relation’s wpuld do
just as well, and could also (or alternatively) be used.
(Two other relations that also fit well are given by King
1966 and de Vaucouleurs 1960.) The major criteria in
L
choosing a mathematical relation are its ability to, give a
good mathematical fit and a structural size parameter.
The major purpose of this thesis is to obtain
core radii for four rich galaxy clusters at low redshift
(A2052, z=0.0351; A2593, z=0.044; A2626, 2=0.055; and A154,
2=0.056). When combined with Bahcall's results these radii
will possibly provide an improved average value and standard
deviation for Rg. If it turns out that the standard
deviation in R^ is^^all for low redshift.;clusters then the
assumption can be made that Rg is nearly constant. In that
case, deviations in R^ at high redshifts from this constant
value (assuming the deviations occur in a systematic manner)
can be assumed to be due to the value of qq, which may then
/be determined. Another possibility to explain a changing Rg
with 2 is that clusters evolve dyncmically, • and that the 
more distant clusters have a different radial distribution. 
However, since dynamical cluster evolution is poorly under­
%
5
stood it is necessary to neglect it. Since the clusters 
being studied in this thesis are all nearby and within a 
narrow range of redshifts, then dynamical evolution is not 
expected to be of any importance in comparing with the 
resiilts of Bahcall.
II . 6
Computer Program Development f
A major task was the writing of a computer program ' 
that uses the data (in théJ^orm of the numbers of galaxies 
in rings centred on the cluster centre and the corresponding 
ring sizes) to find the parameters leading to a best fit 
with a projected isothermal gas sphere. The- basis for most
I _ '
of what follows is a technique suggested by 'Taff (1975). \
\Since the isothermal gas sphere mod^l is expressed 
in terms of particle number density, it is necessary to
change the‘observed counts to number densities: 
’ —
where (i) is the observed number density of galaxies in
the"ith ring; (i) is the observed number of galaxies in
the ith ring; and rj_ and r^+i are the inner and outer radii
of the ith ring.. Note that for the first ring (actually a 
circle) the inner radius, r%, is equal to zero. The values 
NQ|j^(i) and ri are the input data.
Also needed for the construction of a model are ' 
the distance from the centre at whicli these densities occur. 
These values, r^^(i), are taken tp be the radii that divide 
ring (i) into two rings .o£. equal area. So
rav(i) = f(ri+l+ri)/2}t (2).
7*
The expression for an isothermal gas sphere in 
terms of the observable quantities is \
°calc (^)=^c('iso (^av (i)/»,) +<̂ bg
where ^calc^^^ is the calculated projected number density 
corresponding to r^^(i); is the projected central number 
density; and o^g is the background number density added to 
the model cluster. The function (rgy(i)/a) gives the
pro'^ected normalized density-of the isothermal gas sphere 
alone at the unities’s distance r^^(i)/a. , '
If we let
^av
then the expression for 0^3^ is given by
° i s o ( " i ) = - ^ -----------------
/^° S e-* dS
(see Chandrasekhar, 1942). Here !ĵ’=d\}i/dç and the quantity 
e~'** is the solution to the equilibrium equation for the 
three dimensional isothermal sphere, as in;
e-*=r^ d/dç(ç2d*/dç) (5) \




convenient cutoff to integration. For globular clusters,, 
the stellar distribution ceases to approximate an isothermal 
gas sphere at about Ç=10, and so for these clusters the limit 
is set at about Xq=10 (Chandrasekhar, 1942). For galaxy 
clusters Xq will be allowed to vary to see which value best 
fits the cluster.
Equation (4) produces a radial density curve of 
the type shown in Figure 1, where the projected density 
becomes zero at Xq .
Numerical values for e”"̂ , ' , and Ç can be 
obtained from various sources. The ones for this thesis were 
generated by a BASIC program (see Appendix B for a listing) 
which calculated values at increments of Ç by using the 
Runga-Kutta method on equation (5). Then ° i s o c a n  be. 
found by numerical integration.
• The above equations leave four parameters to be 
determined for a best fit with the isothermal gas sphere/ - 
namely: the central density; the background density;
V.
a, the scale factor; and Xq , the upper limit of integration.
The method of obtaining these is, to some extent, 
dependant on the procedure used to test the goodness of fit 
of the model. A common procedure, and the one used here, is 
the test. Besides the fact that the minimum of is a
well defined indicator of the best fit, there is the 
advantage that the value of x^ can be used to estimate the 
probability of this specific x^ occurring randomly.
A  '
9 ,
The usual way of expressing is 
x^ = l 2/t^
■s
where is;the 1^^ theoretical value and is the i^^
observed value- In the present case we get
(i)-Ncalc(^)^^/Ncalc(i) (6)
where (i) is the number of galaxies predicted for the
i^^ ring from the equation
^calc(^)=°calc(i):^(4+r^i)
From equations (1) and (3) the equation for becomes
- „ P p  ̂°obs ( V  “°c'̂ iso ̂ î̂  “®bg^ ̂  (8)
'"c°iso(^i)+°bg
This form possesses only three unknown factors; 
aigo(^i). r and ajjg. If the assumption is made, for the
moment, that the set of values is known, then the
equation becomes one with two unknown -constant^, whose 
values can be found through the minimization of with 
respect to each of them. Since equations of the form of (8) 
cannot be solved analytically, a numerical method must be
used. The method chosen'is the Newton-Raphson method, which
states
10
Xi+l xi -1 ■f'
yi+1 Vij 9x 9y_ g
(9)
when f{x,y)=G and g(x,y)=0. In equation (9): f^=3f/3x; 
fy=3f/3y; g^;=3g/3x; gy=3g/3y; f=f(x,y); and g=g(x,y). All 
express-ions involving f and g and their partial derivatives 
are evaluated at Xj_ and y^.
This method is an iterative one which, 'given 
sufficiently accurate initial estimates for the quantities 
to be found, will quickly converge to the correct value.
Since the initial equation (8) has sums of squares over a 
number of rings, the number of solutions is greater than one. 
Howqver, if the initial estimates are close to the physically 
correct solutions, then these solutions will^be found.
In this case, to satisfy the conditions for 
equation (9), and due to the> fact that solutions will be 
found by minimization of as expressed in equation (8), 
the following relations are used. Defining
OgExi (successively)
(successively)
> - 2 2
^i“^i+l"^i
_*^obs^^^ ^c°iso(^i) ®bg 






^c^iso (̂ i) "̂ (̂ bg ^°c'^iso  ̂ ^
/
 ̂'̂ obs (̂ i) "(̂ bĝ  ̂
 ̂°c^iso (̂ ±) """"̂bĝ  ̂
We can ,further define the terras of equation (9) as;
fsSx^/SGc
g53x^/3at,g
The terras of equation (9) can now be written in










However, to get this far the assumption was made 
that in equation (8) the set of values was known, which
means that x^ and a must first be chosen.
Initially x^ is set to 10 and a .to 0.999r^.y (1)/x^, 
which allows the calculation of o a n d  so allows a^, a^g, 
and to be found. Then a is incremented by increasing logo 
in steps of 0.08. This is continued until either ,
l o g a = l o g a o r  until the results for and o^g ' 
arising from the a-Xg combination become physically 
unreasoncible. During the process of incrementing a the 
values drop to a minimum and then rise again. The values 
for a, a^, and oĵ g that produce the minimum x^ are the ones 
producing the best fitting isothermal gas sphere model for 
the x^ used.
A new Xq is obtained by adding 10 to the previous 
value, a new a is calculated and incremented as for x^=10, 
and new o^g, and x^ values are found for each a; the
usual maximum for x^ is 200.
I
What is produced is a set of values of Xq , for 
each of which exists a set of "chosen" values of a and the
13
values of Og, oyg, and resulting from the Newton-Raphson 
method. From the set of (minimum for a specific x^)
the Xq which produces x|bsmin minimum x^j^) is found.
x|bsmin' therefore, determines the four parameters which
produce the best fitting isothermal gas-^sphere model.
i
Since values of a are chosen in discrete steps it 
is probable that the minimum x^ for a given x^ will occur 
somewhere between two a values. However, since x^ decreases 
monotonically to a minimum and then rises again in a similar 
fashion, a simple approach to look for a "better" a is 
adopted. The two consecutive values of a giving the lowest y 
X^ values are averaged and this average is used to get new 
a^, Obg, and x^- The- x^ found for the new a is always 
lower than at least one of the two original values. The
new o is then averaged with the a giving the smallest of 
the two original x^ values to get another a. This new o 
value is used to get an even smaller x^ value. The 
procedure of averaging the as that produce the two smallest 
X̂  values is repeated twenty times, at which point . 
successive differences in all other parameters occur only 
in the fifth or higher significant digit.
A general schematic of what the computer program 
must be designed to do can be drawn up:
14
Input ç, e-'"*'
Nobs (i) f r j_ -observed galaxy
counts and ring 
sizes
-model three dimen­
sional gas sphere 
Oo(l), ObgCl) -initial estimates
for central and 
background densities 
aobg(i) calculated -equation (1)
rav(i) calculated ' -equation (2)
Begin iteration to get minimum 
Xq =10 to 200 in steps of 10
loga=log{0.999r^^(1)/Xq} to
4+log{0.999r^^(l)/Xo> in 
steps of 0.08 
°iso^^av(iJ/“  ̂ calculated from 
 ̂ integration subroutine
(QSF in IBM's Scientific 
Subroutine Package) and 
isothermal sphere 
densities -equation (4)







From two smallest values, iter­
ative averaging of associated a 
values gives a smaller and 
"better" associated values for a, 
ac, and o^g
The computer program is written in Fortran IV and 
a listing is provided in Appendix A, with detailed notes in 
Appendix C.
Another way to approach the problem is to obtain 
a value for by counting galaxiçs on an Eirea of the 
photographic plate removed from the cluster. In this case 
only Xq, a, and (Jq are left to be found as free parameters. 
If the assumption is again made that Oiso known (A@e 
equation 8) then only is left to be found. The Newton- 
Raphson method can again be used to find Oq iteratively, 
the form for one unknown is
^i+l=Xi-f/Ex
when f(x)=0. In this equation Xi=OQ(successively); 
f=dx̂ /d(j£,; f^=d^x^/doc' (x) ; and f and f^ are evaluated 
for Xi
The only changes this would make in the.schematic
is that instead of Og and o^g being calculated, only Og is
found, and is entered as part of the input. A program
\
was written for each method, total results from both are
16
presented in Appendix H, partial results (including core 
radii in Mpc) are presented in Chapter V. 'Modifications to 
the original program, to get one for the second method are 
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Program Testing
i) Fits to model isothermal gas sphere
For initial testing of the computer program a data
set was fabricated which described a projected isothermal
gas sphere with known values of Xq , g, oc, and abg. It was
expected that if the program was working properly the Newton-
RaphsOn method would cause convergence to the correct
and oĵ g values and that the iterative dividing method for a
would provide a minimum for the correct a.
The values chosen to produce the data for this
test were: Xq=10; a=2.40 arcmin; Cj,=0.50 galaxies/arcmin^?
and Obg=0.05 galaxies/arcmin^.
Figure 2 displays part of the results* The three
curves are constructed-from the ac.and a^g values to which
the,program converges at the stated o values. These are 
»only three representative cases; many more a values were 
produced than are displayed in Figure 2 but the trend with 
changing a is as shown. , . -
As can be seen from this diagraar a-small value of 
a tende to produce a compressed gas sphere model and 
increasingly larger values give increasingly extended models. 
At large a values, o^g values are eventually produced which 















8 120 4 16
-av iarcmin)
Figure 2 Fits to vsbthermali gas sphere data
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Table 1
Results of fits to isothermal gas sphere data
(Xo-10)
a *bg x"
.1048 •17.55 .2241 35.30
.6610 1.055 .1887 19.26
1.149 .7635 .1463 ' 5.772
1.660 . 5840 .1067 .1.001 \ L
2.400 .5000 .05000 3.944^=^)*
4.171 .5398  ̂ -.1031 1.356
10.48 .1.514, -1.139 4.251
3. 944 (-8) = 3.9 44x10“® This notation 





. results for various x̂. ^min
^o a °c : %min
10 2.400 .5000 .5000(-1) 3.944(-8)
40 2.358 .5572 -.5711(-2) 2.160(-4)
70 2.358 .5637 -.1226(-1) 2.218(-4)
100 2.358 .5664 -.1493 (-1) 2.203(-4)
130 2.357 .5681 -.1642(-1) 2.278(-4)
160 2,357 .5689 -.1774(-1) • 2.202(‘-4)
190 2.358 .5696 -.1814(-1) ' 2.209(-4)
Units : as in Table 1'
20
Columns 2 to 4 of Table 1 show the g^, cj^g, and 
values that result from the a values in column 1. These 
particular results are all calculated with Xq=10 and are 
only a small sample of the total but are typical of the val­
ues for other .integration cutoff limits. Rows 2, 5, and 7 
of this table correspond to the three curves of Figure 2.
It must be pointed out that to get a(r^.^=0) the values of 
0(3 and o^g must be add^.
One of the first, things obvious from Table 1 is 
that the program did converge to the correct values, y"
producing the extremely'good' fit for the a=2.400 case. Also 
as o increases o^ decreases to a minimum in the neighbourhood 
of tî e correct a. A more comprehensive version of Table 1 
shows that the minimum is not reached exactly at a=2.400 
but at 3=2.886, the next incremental value of a. For other 
Xq  values the uc also reaches a minimum just after the 
minimum i and rises again as a continues to increase.
The background density, however, decreases monotonically 
with increasing a and eventually becomes negative, a 
physically unreasonable possibility. The is found to 
decrease monotonically to a minimum at the correct a, , 
and obg combination, and then rise again monotonically with 
the rate of increase being less than that of decrease.
Table 2 shows the a, Oc, and values producing 
the x ^ n  for'the given %  values. It can be seen that a 
changes to >2.358 and-remains roughly constant as soon as
21
Xq exceeds 10, and 0^ slowly increases as slowly
decreases at about the same rate. In fact, the sum of 
»and obg produces a minimum of 0.5500 for Xq=10 and averages 
about 0.5515 for the other integration limits, with the sum 
of 0.5523 for Xo=100 being an extreme case. Aside from the 
absolute minimum for Xq =10, x^in maintains a fairly constant 
value as Xq increases. The product oac, which Bahcall (1972) 
finds to remain fairly constant for various Xmih' a
minimum of 1.200 for Xq =10 and rises slowly to 1.343 for
Xq =190, a change of only 12%.
Table 2 indicates that the Xmin values of a and
Cà
Og arrived at by the fitting process are fairly insensitive 
to the choice of Xq , even if the choice is far from the one'
producing x^bsmin" '
Initial testing described above showed that the 
program successfully converged to the correct parameters 
when given an artificial data set generated from a
projected, bounded isothermal gas sphere.
ii) Comparison with results published by Taff for the 
Perseus cluster and A2199
Secondary testing involved running the program 
using published data and comparing the results to those
22
published for these data. Since the program was written 
following the technique suggested by Taff (1975) it is 
presumably similar to the one used by him, and since the 
program and Taff used the same data his results, form the 
basis for comparison.
Results for the Perseus cluster are found in 
Table 3, the data used is from Bahcall (1974). Case (a) 
uses counts with galaxies brighter than 1690 and case (b) 
uses counts with galaxies brighter than 1795; in tioth cases 
the number and size of the rings used for counting were the 
same. For each case there are three lines of values: the 
top line gives Taff's results with the value in parentheses 
to the right of the column being the found by this 
program when forced to fit the data to the model made with 
Taff's values for Xq, a, act and obg? the second line gives 
the Xabsmin parameters produced by this program; and the 
third line consists of the Xmin parameters produced by this 
program using the minimizing value of xq found by Taff.
The large discrepancy between Taff's x^ and the 
one calculated by this program from his parameters may be 
due to differences in the fitting procedures. However, if 
the value of xq is set equal to the best fit value found by 
Taff, the values of the three other independant variables 
(i.e. a, og, cind obg) are close to those of Taff, as seen 
in row three of each case.







(a) 10 2.89 . 7 . 2 8 ( - 2 ) 4.24 (-3) 1. 28 (22.14}
160 1.95 1.03(-1) 3.19(-3) 6.49
10 2.98 7 . 8 2 ( - 2 ) 6.37(-3) 6.78
• (b) 10 3.47 1.33(-1) 1.12(-2) 3.35 (12.55)
20 2.92 1.65(-1) 1.07(-2) 3.07







Plot of to Xq for case (a) of the Perseus cluster
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illustrate the fact that fits can be rather insensitive to
the value of Xq . This was also found in the initial testing.
Beyond a certain value of Xq (about 40 in this case) , the
,-X^in values appear to fluctuate randomly, here about a value
of -6.5. The fact that Xabsmin occurs at Xq =160 is not
considered significant, that is, the minimizing value of Xq
does not seem to be well determined. This raises the
question of how well determined x|bsmin ^o are, a
question that will be discussed later-.'''
A graph similar to Figure 3 for case (b) shows the
J  ■
largest x^in ^or Xq =1Q, the smallest for Xq =20, and
increasingly larger x^in values up to Xq =80, beyond which
it-fluctuates about X^^n=3.85.
Another indication that differences exist between
the program described in this thesis and the one used by 
^  ’
Taff is that this program did not find, for the Perseus 
cluster, minimum values using Taff's best fit parameters 
a, CTq , and o^g at the values of Xq cited by Taff. In case
(a) use of Taff's parameters produced Xabsmin 7.91 at 
Xq =40 (as opposed to x^=22.14 at Xq=10) and case (b) 
X^bsmin”^*^® at Xq =20 (as opposed to x^=12.55 at XQ=10).
It should be pointed out that although this 
program produces a x ^ ^  that fluctuates about a certain 
value for large Xq values (as in Figure 3), the variations 
o^ x^ on Xq found when the.^pro'gram uses Taff's a, Og, and 
Obg shows a pronounced minimum, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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1
Figure 4 versus Xq for fixed values of a, and obg-
Table 4
Comparison of o values (in arcmin) for the Perseus cluster
case
mag.
limit Taff Bahcall this program
(a) 16^0 2.89 2.9 1.95
(b) 17.5 3.47 2.7 2.92
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This difference in behaviour arises from the fact that in 
the latter case Xq is the only remaining variable, whereas 
normally the parameters a, and are all varied for
each Xq .
Table 4 compares the best fit a values found by 
Taff, Bahcall, and this program. The a values for Taff and 
this program have been given in Table 3, and Bahcall's 
results are published with her data (Bahcall, 1974). The 
case (a) result from this program is significantly different 
from the other two, but this a value occured when Xo=160 
(see Table 3). For Xq =10, Taff's best fit value, this 
program finds a=2.98. The case (b) result for this program 
lies between Taff's and Bahcall's values, and so is nit 
significantly different.
Table 5 compares the best fitting models of the 
cluster A2199. Data for the calculations were obtained 
from Bahcall (1973). Again, the top line in each case gives 
Taff's results, the second line those of this prograim, and 
the third line this program's results at Taff's best fit Xq . 
A third line is omitted when this program and Taff agree on 
the best fit Xq I Cases (a) and (d) use galaxy counts down 
to 17?5; (b) and (e) use galaxy counts down to 18?5; and (c) 
and (f) use galaxy counts down to 19?0. Also, cases (a),
(b), and (c) use 15 rings out to 30" on a 103a-D plate 
while cases (d), (e), and (f) use 26 rings out to 58^24 
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(d) 200 .262 1.85 6.27(-3) 18.0 (68.53)
200 .<55 1.12 8.35(-3) 24.11
(e) 200 3.38 1.36(-2) 19.5 (66.48)
200 .386 2.61 1.58(-2) 24,17
(f) 200 .262 4.20 2.86 (-2) 14.5 (45.39)
200 .315 4.19 3.25(-2) 19.46 .
Table 6





















For cases (a) , (b) , and (c) the values begin
fluctuating at Xq equal to eüDOut 20, 20, and 80 respectively. 
When constrained to Taff's results this program produced 
^bsmin for case (a) and at Xq =30 for case (b) .
Case (c) has Xabsmin Taff's parameters at 200, where it ,
was still decreasing.' The last three cases show Xmin f°^ 
Taff's parameters and for this program's results still 
decreasing at Xq =200, which implies that Xabsmin actually 
occurs beyond this limit. In fact, case (e) was extended 
out to Xq=1000 and was still decreasing, but very slowly.
From Xq=700 to Xq=1000 x^in decreased from 19.90 to 19.71, 
a decline of less than 1%. Table 6 gives the x^i^ 
parameters for the cases x^=500, 700, and 1000. For these 
large Xq values the parameters are changing very slowly. 
Although it is possible to extend the program beyond 
Xq =1000, for the testing it was not deemed necessary.
Case (c) in Table 5 is anomalous in that Taff's
results differ by almost an order of magnitude from his 
results for the first two cases. However, the parameters 
for the last three cases found by Taff and this program 
change in more or less the same manner from case to case, 
as do this program's results for the first three cases. It 
appears that Taff's results may be in error for case (c).
For the Perseus cluster thç^ a values found by this 
program appear to be somewhat smaller them those of Taff, 
but for A2199 Taff's values are consistently smaller. It
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was hoped that a study of Taff's computer program could be 
made to determine the reason for these differences.
However it was not possible to obtain a copy of his program.
In general, fairly good agreement is found between 
results from this program and those published by Taff and 
Bahcall. However, a possible problem arises because of the 
fluctuations of x^in changing Xq . Figure 5 illustrates
ways in which found to vary with in the tests
described above.
In Figure 5 the ordinate.represents a possible 
range of x^^^ values for the range of Xq along the abscissa. 
In cases 5(a) to 5(d) the choice of Xgbsjuin obvious, but 
in case 5(e) there are several choices since more than one 
r̂ain ^^ve the same minimum value (within truncation limits). 
It was decided to take as Xabsmin first value arrived
at (i.e. that with the lowest x^ value) because i) there 
may be an. indefinite series of X^bâmin ^  increases, and 
since an arbitrary choice must be made, the first will be 
chosen; and ii) the a values for similar values of x ^ n  











variations of x^in 
awith respect to Xg. 
Ail arrows point to
■ Y 2absmin"
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iii) Comparison with results published by Bahcall for 
twelve clusters _
A third test of the program was made by comparing 
results of Bahcall with those of this program using her 
data. In one of her papers, Bahcall (1975) lists ring 
counts and ring sizes as well as core radii for twelve 
clusters. "A tabulation of results is shown,in Table 7.
For this table all a values were converted to core 'radii in 
Mpc through the equation
(Mpc)=5.25az(1+z)“2,
In Table 7 (B) identifies.Bahcall's results and
(C) identifies the results of this program. _
If the two columns of values are compared no♦
systematic differences can be seen. However this program's 
values are occasionally quite different from those of 
Bahcall. Two notable examples are, A20.52 and A2319. These 
clusters also happen to have, probably not coincidentally, 
Xmin'^o i^Glations different from the others, which tend to 
resemble one of the relations shown in Figure 5. The two 
anomalous relations are shown in Figure 6.
For A2052 the first (for Xq =10) is much
- smaller than the rest. The corresponding R^ is 0.4 3 Mpc. 
For.%o=20 through Xq =200 R^=0.35 or 0.36 Mpc, much nearer 
Bahcall's value. But although the core radius is almost
32
Table 7
Results of fits to Bahcall's data
Cluster z Rc(B) Rc(C) Xabsmin ^absmin
A19 4 .0181 .23 .13 1.9 0. 50
A1367 .0205 ' .34 .3,5 1.9 1.84
A2052 .0351 ‘
« V .
.28 .43 3.2 1.38
A2319 .0549 ' .22 .02 2.4 1.43
A2256 ~. 06 .20 .17 7.5 5.8,4
A401 ■ .075 . ■ .24 .19 2.3 1.43
A1775- . 0718 .26 .18 1.3 0.15
A1904 .0719’ .24 .24 0.3 0.18
A2065 -, .0722 .29 .33 11.6 8.63
A2029 .0-777 .27 .28 1.3 1-27
A1795 r063 .25 .22 0.5 ,0.12
A1132 .134 .20 .23 2.3 1.81
Both Rc(B) and Rc (C) are in Mpc
<Rc(B) >=0.25±0.0a Mpc 
<Rç,(cy >=0.23±0.11 Mpc
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constant for all Xq values greater than 10,-it is this 
first value that is used since it produces X^gmin'
The x^in values fcff A2 319 decrease out to Xq =60, 
are-nearly constant out to Xq=160, and decrease again at 
least as far as Xq =200, where Xabsmin occurs. For x^=60
and 160, R^=0.11 Mpc, as well as for most cases in between.
However, for the X^g^^^ Xg=200, R^=0.02 Mpc. From
Figure 6 (b) it is expected that Xabsmin' possibly R^,
will decrease even further if x̂ , is increased beyond 200, 
but this expectation has not been tested.
It is also seen in Table 7 that the Xabsmin
values as found by this program ard either lower than or ^
equal to those cited by Bahcall, at least to the accuracy
i'quoted by her. This means that the parameters found̂ "Tiy 
this program produce isothermal gas sphere models that fit 
the published data better than the parameters found by 
Bahcall. However it must be remembered that different 
procedures for fitting were used: where this program fit by 
changing a, and Obg' background densities were
fixed as part of the input to Bahcall's program. It is 
possible that the background densities found by this 
program are vastly different from the actual (counted) 
values used by Bahcall, but since she did not publish her 





Figure 6 Xmin“^o ^Glations for two clusters-
/■'
Table 8, -c
a variations with xl for like values of x̂ i.o ^absmrn
Cluster , A1367 A2029
2 ' ^absmin 1. 835 1.270
^o a Xo a
60 3.359 110 . 8014
70 3.358 130 .8011
arcmin
100 3.357 140 .8007







Two of the clusters of Table 7 showed variations
of with which corresponded to the case shown inmin °
Figure 5(e). For these two clusters more than one Xq was ' 
found to produce the same value for Table 8 below
shows how a varies with Xq for the same values of Xabsmin'
In each case the values were the same to three 
, decimal places for each value of Xq shown. This indicates 
that in cases such as Figure 5(e) the decision to use results 
from the lowest Xq producing x|bsmin probably not ,
greatly affect the core radius obtained for the cluster.
In summary, although individual values for the 
core radius may differ from Bahcall ' s valu^s>^he average 
Rg values are within a standard deviation of each other.
It can also be seen that the results of this program show a 
standard, deviation over twice that of Bahcall, even though 
the models of this program are found in all but one case to 
yield lower x^- This result is o^ariteres.t because it is 
the standard deviation of the core radius which measures 
its usefulness as a cosmological metrestick. "^Further work 
should be done to determine whether this difference is 
produced by the different methods of treating the background 
or whether*it originates within the programs'themselves.
IV
Observational Material
i) Program input file
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To be used by the program a data file must 
consist of:
1) a line of 80 characters. This line is 
reproduced by the program as entered and is placed in the 
data file to ensure that the computer terminal is set at 
the proper line width and is operating correctly; ^
2) the isothermal gas sphere data. TheW~values, 
entered in E8.5 format, correspond to 'the values of
in equation (4) and are obtained for the Ç values 0.0, 0.1, 
0.2,- 0.3, 9.8, 9.9, 10.0, 11, 12, 13, ..., 98, 99,
100, 110, 120, 130, ..., 980, 990, 1000. These 281 values 
were produced by a BASIC program reproduced in Appendix B;
3) another line of characters which describes the 
format of the next three items. This line is skipped by the 
program;
4) the number of rings to.be used, entered in 12
format;
5) the number of galaxies in each ring, from the 
centre outwards, in F4.0 format;
6) the outer radius of each ring in arcmin, from 
the centre outwards, in F4.2 format;
7) the initial estimates of central and background
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densities in galaxies/arcmin^, entered respectively in 
E5.2, 2X, E5.2 format? and
8) a line of characters describing the format of
r
item 7). Since this line and anything following it are
ignored by the program it may be omitted.
N.B. If the program version TAFCHEC is being 
used a line is inserted between items 7) and 8). This 
contains Taff's values for a, and aĵ g for the cluster
under study. These values are entered respectively î i the 
format E5.2, 2{2X, E5.2).
The necessary data for each cluster are the 
number of ringsi number of galaxies per ring, ring sizes, 
and initial estimates of and o^g. Furthermore, each 
cluster was studied to three magnitude limits, two on a 
Illa-J plate and one on a 103a-D plate, all plates were 
taken by Dr. G., Welch on the Hale Observatory's 4 8 inch 
Schmidt telescope.
ii) Photographic enlargements
The galaxies were identified on the original 
plates-and their images marked on an enlarged photographic 




To obtain the prints, contact copies were made of 
the Illa-J plates of each of the four clusters studied.
The Abell radius of each cluster on the copy was calculated 
through the equation given by Abell (19 58)
V R (Abell) ' 6x10 ̂ /cz mm =1.53/z mm.
The contact copies were used to make prints 
enlarged so that the Abell diameter was just inside the 
border of the prints, which were 14 by 14 inches. Two 
identical prints were made for each cluster, one for 
marking the location of galaxies identified on the Illa-J 
plate and another for the 103a-D plate.
The lOX stereo microscope to be used for 
identifying galaxies on the original plates was found to 
have a comfortable viewing area of about 10' by 10^, so the 
prints were divided into areas of approximately this angular 
size. These areas were numbered and a BASIC random number 
generator was used to determine the order in which they 
would be examined. It was felt that this process would 
minimize the systegfttic effect of any time-dependant errors 
in identifying galaxies. During the course of examining 
different areas of the print, some of the first areas 
checked were re-examined to ensure the consistent use of 
the chosen limiting magnitude.
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iii) Limiting magnitudes
For each of the eight plates the objects 
identified as galaxies were marked on the prints. In all 
cases identification was made to the plate limit, where the 
plate limit is defined as the faintest magnitude at which 
it is possible to distinguish with certainty stellar from 
galaxian images.
Since this thesis is attempting to augment the 
work of Bahcall (1975)' who counted galaxies within 3™ of 
the brightest galaxy of each cluster, and since photometry 
is unavailable for the clusters being studied here, an 
approximation to Bahcall's 3^ difference must be made.
From the relation
AM=6.OOlog(x)
(from Holmberg, 1975) where AM is the magnitude difference 
between two galaxies whose absolute major axes differ by a 
factor of X, it is found that an social ratio of 3 corresponds 
to a magnitude difference of almost 3. The use of such a 
relation to approximate a magnitude difference is possible 
in the present case because the galaxies sire assumed to be 
at the same distance. It must be remembered that Holmberg 
bases his results on an examination of normal galaxies, 
whereas the brightest members of A2052, A2593, A2626, and 
A154 have extended halos characteristic of supergiant
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galaxies. It is therefore clear that applying the Holmberg 
relation will allow a derived magnitude difference to be ______
only roughly approximated.
The prints used for Illa-J counts were examined 
under a 4X eyepiece with a graduated reticle and the size 
of the major axis of the cluster's brightest galaxy was 
estimated. All galaxies on this print that had major axes 
greater than or equal to 1/3 this size were, identified.
Since the galaxies do not have well defined edges, a cutoff
was chosen arbitrarily where the image density lessened
Y
perceptibly from that of its centre. The use of the print 
for this identification was necessary because no means were 
available to measure the image size on the original plates 
with sufficient accuracy.
Visu^ examination of the prints showed no evidence 
of background density variations which could have arisen 
during the production of the prints and might introduce 
systematic position-dependent variations in the cutoff 
density. Also, as will be seen in the next chapter, the 
background number densities computed by the program for this 
bright limit agrees well with the background densities 
counted at the print corners, which suggests that such 
errors are not significant.
This process identifies three magnitude limits; the 
faintest being that of the Illa-J plate; the next being that 
of the 103a-D plate; and the brightest corresponding^ to the
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size ratio of 1:3 on the Illa-J plate. No bright limit was 
found for the 10 3a-D plates because the image resolution 
was noticibly poorer than on the Illa-J plates, making the 
establishment of a uniform density cutoff more difficult.
iv) Cluster centres from strip counts
The location of the cluster centre corresponding 
to each magnitude limit now had to be obtained. Since 
previous work has shown that if a cluster possesses a 
dominant galaxy it is usually at or near the cluster centre, 
it was assumed that such was the case for the clusters 
being studied here. Of the four, three have a dominant, 
probably cD, galaxy and the other (A154) has a dominant 
binary galaxy.
A square grid of strips 1.5 cm by 18 cm was 
centred over the dominant galaxy (or between the pair of 
A154) and strip counts were taken of all galaxies to the 
limit being studied. Counts were made on the print in four 
orientations: N-S; E-W; NE-SW; and SE-NW. The estimated 
cluster centre for each orientation was the point having 
equal numbers of galaxies on either side. . The cluster 
centre for each magnitude limit was found by averaging the 
estimates of each orientation.
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Table 9 is a partial result of strip counting.
In it is presented the maximum difference between the 
cluster centres determined from the three limits, both in 
arcmin and as a fraction of the width of the rings used to 
tabulate the radial density distribution.
Table 9
Separation of magnitude limit centres
cluster A2052 A2593 A2626 A154




Three of the clusters show all three estimates to
I
lie much closer together than the resolution of the ring 
counts, but the Illa-J bright limit estimate for A2626 
differs significantly from the other two (the Illa-J faint 
cind the 103a-D limits for A2626 are 0.31 ring widths apart) . 
The difference is assumed to be real and so the centres for 
each limit will be taken as those found from the strip ' 
counts. The small differences among centre positions is 
not considered likely to introduce significant differences
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in the fing counts and eventually core radii. Complete 
results of strip counting are presented in Appendix E.
v) Ring counts
After the centre was chosen for each magnitude 
limit a grid of 20 concentric rings, having radiï-differing 
by 7.9 mm, was laid over the centre and ring counts were made. 
These counts were performed on one quadrant at a time to 
check for major azimuthal density variations that might 
suggest a raislocation of the cluster's centre. No such 
variations were found. The ring count results are presented 
in Appendix F.
Table 10 gives, in arcmin, strip widths and 
lengths, the width of each ring, the overall ring radius 
(i.e. the radius of the 20^^ ring), and the Abell radius for 
each cluster staled.
The ring sizes and number of galaxies per ring 
for each magnitude limit were converted into densities and 
average radii (r^^, see equation 2), and a plot of density 
versus r^^ was made. A smoothed curve was drawn by eye to 
obtain an initial estimate for Oq .
The initial estimate for o^g was obtained in a 
different manner. Since the actual background density is
44 j
Table 10 '
Strip width and length, ring size, and total and Abell radii





















Abell radius 48.96 38.95 31.16 30.60
Units : all values are in arcmin
Table 11 ^
Areas involved in background counts 
(see Figure 7)
cluster A2052 A2593 A2626 A154
one corner area 620.0 587.0 350.4 317.6
Units: all values are in arcmin^
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needed for the program BGIN, which more closely approximates 
Bahcall's program, it was decided that the estimate should 
be the background density as obtained from counts.
An•area about 9 cm by 9 cm was marked off at each 
corner of each print (NE, NW, SB, and SW, the prints being 
so aligned) and the galaxies in each corner were.counted to 
the limits previously discussed. This, provided the estimate 
for Obg, the counts for these are in Appendix G.
The diagram on the next page (Figure 7) is a scale 
drawing of the "working features" of the prints used. The 
concentric circles indicate the 10 and 20 ring sizes and the 
four corner squares represent the areas used for background 
counting. It can be seen that the background areas overlap 
rings out to about fifteen. This is not considered a matter 
of concern since the density profiles usually reach . 
background levels by the 10^^ and almost always by the 14^% 
ring.
Of the original list of required data all values 
are fixed but the number of rings. Since the background was 
usually just reached by the 10^^ ring and becahse data were, 
obtained for all 2 0 rings, it was decided to run the programs 
twice for each set of data, once with all 20 rings and once 
with only the inner 10. The 20 ring case gives higher weight 
to the background and the 10 ring case emphasizes the 
cluster but loses information regarding background. It is
I 46
Figure ' am of the major "working features"
of/ liic prints drawn to scale
. 4 7
y
expected that if the program produces realistic fits and the 
background is uniform throughout the cluster then results 
from both runs should be similar. For the purpose of this 
thesis nothing was done with the rings but use either all 
20 or just the inner 10. At no time were rings combined 





a table containing core radii and background
densities is presented on the next page, Appendix H contains
the complete.results. The computer programs used to produce
th^ values for the tables in this chapter do not output
/ .
linear core radii but give structural lengths, a, in 
arcminutes. - Conversion to linear core radii is done through^ 
the relation
Rp=5.25ctz (l+z)"2 Mpc.
In Table 12, for each cluster there are three
double rows of numbers. The top pair corresponds to the
Illa-J bright' magnitude limit (the brightest limit), the
second pair to the I03a-D limit, and the third to the Illa-J
faint limit (the faintest limit). Henceforth these limits 
■ ̂
are to be referred to as' the "b"^ "D", and "f" limits
■»
respectively. The top line of each pair presents results 
obtained when the counts from all 20 rings arç used and the 
bottom line gives the results when the counts from the inner 
10 rings âre used.
The columns show, from left to right: the emulsion;
1 V  /ML - the magnitude limit; AM - the approximate magnitude ■


























































































































































Units: AM - magnitudes
 ̂ Rc and R* - Mpc-
ô bg °bg " galaxies/arcminZ
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NR - the munber of rings used; NG - the number of galaxies 
included; - the core radius in Mpc obtained when is
treated as a free parameter; R* - the core radius in Mpc 
obtained using the observed background density as a fixed 
value; - the background density in galaxies/arcmin^
obtained by treating this density as a free parameter; and 
a^g - the observed background density in galaxies/arcmin^, 
a value that is the same for the 20 and 10 Iring cases for a 
given magnitude limit. In addition, the cluster to which 
each set of figures pertains is listed at the upper left.
The values of AM are obtained from the relation
AM=1.66671og(N2/Nj)
where Ng is either the D or f background count and Nj is the 
b background count. The only major assumption incorporated 
into this relation is that the galaxies counted are 
uniformly distributed in space. For a derivation of this 
relation see Mihalas (1968).
Tablé 12 shows that in cases where the same 
number of rings are used the greatest number of galaxies is 
included in the f limit and the smallest number in the b 
limit. This reflects the different magnitude limits to 
which galaxies are counted.'
The core radii alone, in Mpc, are presented in . 




A2052 A2593 A2626 A154











103a-D D 20 .495 .508 .684 .481 .408 .299 .133 .14410 .499 .458 .656 .672 .268 .251 .016 .146
Illa-J f 20 .467 .477 .829 .847 .378 .313 .051 .07010 .413 .467 .794 .780 .280 .250 .027 .038




ii) Comparison of and o^g
When the computer generated oĵ g values are 
compared to the corresponding observed a^g values, it is 
found that the computer program generally produces a 
realistic background density. Only a few computed values 
are significantly different from the observed ones.
However, whenever the relative difference is greatest for 
each cluster (A2052-D, A2593-D, A2626-b, and Al54-b) the 
computed value is obtained for the 10 ring case. This is 
probably because the counts reach background by about the 
igth ring, allowing a more accurate background fit to the 
20 ring counts. The 10 ring counts, therefore, refer’mainly 
to cluster galaxies and the background is given little 
weight. As Table 10 shows, the diameter of the 20^^ ring 
is almost coincident with the Abell diameter.
These facts suggest that if a computer program 
■ similar to the one used here is to consistently obtain a 
realistic background density as part of the fitting process, 
galaxy counts should be made-out to the Abell radius. This 
further suggests that core radii obtained from 10 ring 
counts with °bg treated as a free parameter may also be 
unrealistic, a possibility that will be checked in the next 
section.
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iii) Comparison of 10 ring core radii and 20 ring core radii
«I
If core radii obtained from 10 ring counts when 
the background density is calculated (8^(10)) are 
occasionally unrealistic because of poorly determined 
background densities, then these radii should be significantly 
different from those obtained using 10 ring counts with the 
observed, fixed, background densities (R^ ( 10)).-■• These 
differences would be expected to be larger than the 
differences between R^(20) and R*(20), because using 20 rings 
presumably allows a more realistic background density to be 
determined. The results of Table 13 were used to compute the 




0.Sx{R„{10)+R* (10)} 0.5x {R (20)+R* tJ20)}
These values were calculated for each magnitude 
limit and each cluster. Then the b(10), D(10), and f(10) 
differences and the b(20), D(20), and f (20) differences were 
averaged for each cluster to see if there was a significant 
'discrepancy between the 10 and 20 ring cases.
For,two clusters the 20 ring cases produced 
smaller differences than the 10 ring cases by factors of 2 
and 10. However, for the other two clusters the 10 ring 
casës produced differences Smaller by factors of 5 and 2.
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The 20 ring and 10 ring average differences for 
all four' clusters were respectively 12%±11% and 37%±61%.
The large standard deviation in the 10 ring difference is 
due mainly to the A154 results, which have large internal 
inconsistencies. If A154 is omitted the 20 and 10 ring 
averages become 12%+10% and 9%±8% respectively.
For individual clusters the percentage differences 
show that one or the other of the 10 or 20 ring core radii 
are probably better representatives for the cluster. The 
overall averages, however, do not suggest that either 10 or 
20 ring counts consistently give better results. If A154 
is omitted, these results indicate that the occasional 
inability of the program to produce realistic background 
densities using 10 ring counts does not significantly 
affect the value of the core radii.
iv) Comparison of and
Since core radii depend to some extent on • 
background densities it is appropriate to consider the 
effects pf differences in background densities on these 
radii. Specifically, consider for each magnitude limit the 
Rç,{10) and R^(20) percentage differences (where each value 
has a characteristic background density) to the R^(IO) and
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R*(20) percentage differences (where each value has the 
same background density). If the observed background 
provides a better base for calculating core radii then the 
percentage differences between R^dO) and Rq (20) should be 
smaller on the average than those between Rc(lO) and Rq (20).
For each magnitude limit and each cluster the 
percentage differences were found through
|Rç,(10)-Rc (20) I xlOO |R^(10)-R*(20)|xl00
----------------   and---- ------
0.5x{Rc (10)+Rc(20)}. 0.5x.{R*(10)+R* (20)}
The b(R^), D(Rg), and ffR^) differences and the b(Rc),
D(Rg), and ffR^) differences were averaged for each cluster 
and compared.
For three clusters the differences between the R^ 
values were less than the R^ differences by factors of 2,
4, and 6. In the other case the differences between R^ 
values were smaller by a factor of 3.
The overall average of all four clusters including 
the three magnitude limits showed that Rg differences were 
15%±17% while the R^ differences were 46%±58%. Most of the 
spread in the R^ difference is again due to A154, which has 
a wide range of core radii. Without A154, thé R^ percentage 
difference is still smaller '(13%±11% compared to 18%±17% for 
Rg), but the discrepancy between the two has shrunk
considerably. These percentage differences.suggest that
★ 'Rc values may be slightly more consistent than Rg values (in
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that there is closer agreement, generally, between R^(IO) 
and R*(20) than between R^flO) and Rc(20)). It appears 
that, again neglecting A154, only marginal differences in 
core radii result when the background density is either left 
constant or calculated with the other parameters, a result 
consistent with the findings of the previous section.
There are seven cases where the differences are
greater than 30% of the average: the R^-b case of A2052
(47%); the R*-D case of A2593 (33%); the Rq-D case of A2626
(41%); the three R^ cases of A154 (b-169%, ,D-159%, and
f-62%); and the R^-f case of A154 (59%). Five of these
seven have density profiles with a first ring density
significantly higher than the rest of the ring densities,
the A2593 and A2626 cases are the exceptions. If the high
\
first ring densities are the cause of the discrepancies, it.-, 
is probably because of the higher .weight these points hav^"^ 
in the 10 ring case. The effect on the model is to produce 
a higher central density and a correspondingly smaller core 
radius, particularly in the cases where the background density 
is found as part of the fitting proceduce. Table 13 supports 
this conclusion, showing that for the cases where the 
discrepancy is in the Rg columns, it is indeed the 10 ring 
core radius that is smaller.
To see how significant the central data point is, 
the data for A2052-b were run with the inner ring omitted.
The core radius obtained for the outer 19 rings was Rc#0.602
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Mpc, as opposed to 0.031 Mpc with all 20 rings. (For 
comparison, this core radius occurs at 10Ts on the first 
graph of Appendix I.)
v) Individual cluster abnormalities
The Rood-Sastry (1971) classification for each









The R-S type for A2626 indicates that the 
supergiant galaxy is a multiple or has some other sort of 
peculiarity. What this may be is not discussed by Rood and 
Sastry, but visual inspection through a lOX stereo
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microscope shows that the densest part of the ima^e is not 
located at the centre of symmetry. It is not known if this 
is the peculiarity referred to, or even if this observed 
oddity is inherent in the galaxy or due to a superimposed 
stellar or galaxian image.
The type assigned A154 indicates a cluster with a 
central binary galaxy whose components are connected by a 
luminous bridge. It is not known whether binary clusters 
are basically different in structure, which might explain 
the anomalous (i.e. very small) f radii of this cluster.
A2593 is not classified by Rood and Sastry since 
they feel it to be either an I cluster superimposed on a cD 
cluster or a single peculiar I cluster. The possibility 
that we view two superimposed clusters is supported both by 
inspecting the prints with galaxies identified to D and f 
limits and by strip count histograms. These suggest the 
presence of a small group of relatively faint galaxies about 
15" south of the dominant elliptical. If this is the case, 
then the strip count centre would possibly be chosen further 
south than otherwise, resulting in a larger core radius.
To test this possibility ring counts were made of 
only the north half of this cluster, with rings centred on 
the brightest galaxy. These numbers were doubled to 
simulate a cluster with north-south symmetry and treated as 
a cluster by the program. The resulting core radii are 
presented in Table 15 with a format and notations identical
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to those of Table 13.
These results show that the smallest changes in 
core radius are those of the b limit. This is consistent 
with the existance of a background cluster which would not 
have been included in these counts.
The D limit core radii have changed drastically. 
This is mainly because 10 of the 13 galaxies in the first 
ring are located in the northern half of the cluster. The 
assumption of north-south symmetry about the brightest 
galaxy thus leads to a central ring containing 20 galaxies^ 
an increase of 54%.
The'f limit values also decreased, as would be 
expected if a background cluster were present to the south. 
However, an inspection of ring counts indicates that this may 
be due more to an increase of galaxies in the first ring 
than to a decrease in numbers in the outer rings, a 
supposition supported by the new f core radii.
The evidence is that the background cluster, if 
it exists, becomes apparent between the b and D magnitude 
limits, and affects the corresponding core radii. But it 
is also apparent that asymmetries in the distribution of 
fainter galaxies within the foreground cluster itself can 
significantly change the core radius, depending upon the 
choice of centre for the ring counts. Fortunately, neither 
this asymmetry nor the possible background cluster affect 
the b limit core radii.
6 /
Table 15 
Core radii for A2593
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Emulsion ML . NR
■'Froir
Table 13 N only
Rc aZ Rc Rc
Illa-J b 20 .303 .253 .212 .250
10 .311 .318 .318 .349
10 3a-D D 20 .554 .481. .044 .043
10 ..656 ■ .672 .032 . .044
Illa-J f 20 .829 .847 .659 .459
10 .794 •.780 .381 .381
Units for Rj, and R* are Mpc
\
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vi) The mass segregation question
It has been decided to use the (20) values
hereafter as the values representing the core radii for the
magnitude limits. These were chosen because the values
have been found to be possibly more consistent than the Rq
values and because 10 ring counts generally do not extend
appreciably into the background and so possibly give
unrealistic radii at times (the results of section iii 
\
notwithstanding)• These core radii are displayed in 
Table 16.
Table 16
Adopted core radii in Mpc
ML A2052 A2593 A2626 A154
b .031 .253 .330
• f
.178
D .508 .481 .299 .144
f , .477 .847 .313 • .070
As clusters of galaxies evolve the tendency
towards equipartition of energy results in the more massive
. o,galaxies losing kinetic energy to the less massive ones.
KAs a res the less massive galaxies will move farther out
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in the cluster and the more massive ones will fall to the , 
centre.,, Equipartition of energy will therefore result in a 
radial segregation of mass. The more massive galaxies, as s 
a group, would thus define a smaller core radius than a group 
of less massive galaxies, with a mixed group having an 
intermediate core radius. .
Oemler (1974) has fougd evidence of mass 
segregation in all six cD clusters he studied (of a total 
of 15). Quintana (1979) has recently found evidence for 
mass segregation by fitting isothermal'gas sphere models to 
galaxy counts of the Coma and CA0340-538 clusters. Dressier 
(1978), on the other hand, has .studied 15 rich clusters, 
including five cD clusters, and has found evidence-of mass 
segregation in only three cases, only one of which is a cD 
■cluster. The other four cD clusterh display somewhat larger 
core radii for the brighter.- (more massive) galaxies than 
for fainter ones. This" phenonenon is attributed to a further 
stage'of cluster evolution in which bright galaxies near the 
cluster, centre cire accreted by the central cD gdlaxy. - The 
resulting lower central number density is reflected in a -
' Alarger core radius.
From the values in Table 16, only A2052 and A2593
g'ive evidence of mass segregation. Both of these clusters
have possible anomalies, however. The extremely low core 
* 4
radius for A2052-b seems unlikely (as do other core radii
near this size) despite th^ goodness of fit, especially when
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the core radius obtained - through omission of the inner ring 
is considered (see section iv of this chapter). Also the 
A25 93-D and f core radii may be too large because of the 
presence of a superimposed cluster.
A2626 shows no evidence fot mass segregation and 
the A154 values suggest that the fainter galaxies are more 
centrally concentrated than the brighter ones, a situation 
which is consistent with the accretion process described by 
Dressier. The A154-f result is probably due mainly to a 
grouping of faint galaxies observed around the central 
binary, a phenomenon not believed to be associated with 
accretion but merely a chance positioning on galaxies. ■=’
If the four values for each magnitude limit are'
#
averaged, the ratio (b):rJ(D):Rc(f) is .20;.36:,43, which 
taken at face value implies an overall tendency towards mass 
segregation. However the scatter is so lar^e that these , 
averages are probably not significant. Although a general 




vii) Comparison with published core radii
Core radii have been published by Bahcall (1975) 
for A2052 and by Dressier (1978) for A154, allowing 
comparisons with the values found here.
Bahcall's data for A2052 indicate that her counts 
covered 12 of the 2 0 rings'used here. Furthermore, instead 
of using rings of uniform width, Bahcall used four central 
rings 2^24 wide and four outer rings 4^48 wide while this 
investigation used rings-2'24 wide. Therefore, the data 
found here were combined to simulate wider rings in order 
to determine if results similar to those of Bahcall would 
be obtained.
Table 17 shows in column 1 the data source of the 
ring counts. Column 2 indicates the magnitude limit of the 
present data, the b limit was chosen because it is closest 
to. Bahcall’s magnitude limit. Column 3 gives the number of 
rings used, either the inner 10, the inner 12 (B), or all 
20. The last two columns give, respectively, the number of 
galaxies used in the calculations and the core radii 
obtained in Mpc.
The top three rows present results using the data 
from this thesis. The bottom rows give results produced by 
BahEall and by this program using Bahcall's data.
The results show that analysing the predent data
using rings having the same width as those used by Bahcall
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Table 17
Core radii for A2052
•" ML NR NG Rc




her results - B 73 .28
this program B 73 .430
produces no appreciable difference in the core radius 
compared to others found with this study's data. The 
bottom lines show that using Bahcall's data this program 
produces a much larger core radius than that found by 
Bahcall, a result which has been discussed in Chapter III. 
Comparison with Table 13 shows that this core radius is 
similar to the value found with the f limit data for this 
cluster. This result is probably at least partly due to 
mass segregation. This possibility presents itself because 
Bahcall counts 60% more galaxies and so presumably reaches 
a fainter magnitude limit than the b limit used here. Mass 
segregation in this cluster is strongly suggested by the 
values in Table 16. The possibility exists that the 
disparate results are due to the two sets of data (Bahcall's 
and those of this study) being centred differently. This
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seems ̂ {anîi^ly to give the large differences, however, as, the 
centres are the same to within 0™1 and iZ
Dressier used a method similar to that of Bahcall 
to obtain the core radius of A154. He found a core radius 
of 0.19 Mpc with counts out to about the eighth ring used 
here. This area wa^ apparently divided into 11 rings of 
the same width. Unfortunately, neither ring counts nor 
limiting magnitudes are given, by Dressier so a detailed 
comparison is precluded. However, his result is close to the 
A154 core radius obtained from the b counts (see Table 16).
viii) Combination of present core radii with those of Bahcall
Bahcall (19 75) has published core radii of 15
Abell clusters and has obtained »an average value of
0.25+0.05 Mpc (the 0.05 value is the standard deviation of
scatter, and has no bearing on errors inherent in the
indivi(^ual core radii) , The b limit core radii of Table 16
will be combined with Bahcal^/s results to obtain a new
average and standard deviation. Bahcall's results may have
been influenced by the fact that she only once counted out
t. 'to near the Abell radius; on the average the distance to which 
she counted from the cluster centre is only 53% of the 
Abell radius, as opposed to an average of 102% for this
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thesis.
fUsing the core radii specified above from Table 16 
and Bahcall's results, the combined average is
<Rc>=0. 24±0.07 Mpc (Hq=50 km s~^Mpc~M
Bahcall's value is not changed much, mainly 
because of her larger sample. For comparison, the average 
of the four core radii from this thesis is 0.20+0.13 Mpc.
(If the core radius of A2 052 is neglected the average core 
radius for the remaining three clusters is 0.25+0.08 Mpc.)
To see if the number of core radii averaged is a 
significant factor, four random groups of four core radii 
were taken from Bahcall's results and averaged. The averages 
found were 0.28±0.07 Mpc, 0.23±0.02 Mpc, 0.24+0.07 Mpc, and
0.24±0.06 Mpc. This implies that the large standard 
deviation for the average of the four core radii of this 
thesis has little to do with the number of values averaged.
The fact that the clusters studied here tend to 
be cD clusters as opposed to spiral rich or spiral poor 
clusters is not an influential factor. An inspection of 
the clusters used in Bahcall's paper show six cD, four B, 
two li, one F, one C, and an unclassified cluster. No type 
shows a significantly larger or smaller mean core radius.
If the spread of core radii is as large as Table 
1.6 (or worse yet. Table 13) implies then the validity of 
using this radius as a cosmological metrestick may be
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questioned. Calculations can be made to determine how far 
away in z clusters would have to be before the spread of 
standard deviation is overcome by the changes in radius 
caused by the value of qQ. For example, in universes with 
deceleration parameters 0 and +1, a 0.25 Mpc object would 
differ in size by 0.05 Mpc (Bahcall's standard deviation} 
at z=0.43, and the same object would differ in size by 0.13 
Mpc (the standard deviation for all four clusters from this 
thesis) at z~1.17. It is obvious that if the value of the 
standard deviation is near the value found for the four 
clusters of this thesis the probability of determining qg 
from core radii is low.. ,
Also, if there is mass segregation present in 
some clusters of galaxies further problems arise, namely 
that the core radius will be a function.of the limiting 
magnitude.
ix) Conclusions \
1.) Results in the bottom two rows of Table 17, 
as well as those in Chapter III, indicate that the same data 
can produce widely differing results depending on their 
treatment. Even when the general method of analysing the 
data is supposedly the same (see Chapter III, section iii)
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different results are obtained by different programs for 
individual clusters.
This suggests that a study should be made of all 
programs us'ed by researchers to determine which is best, 
however that may turn out to be defined, for a given method 
of finding core radii. This.program should then be used by 
everyone in this line of study to ensure consistent results. 
Or, if it happens that no one program is any better than 
another, to maintain consistency one program should be 
chosen to be used exclusively. Then the comparison of 
results would acquire a greater significance- (This 
obviously does, not exclude further work at attempts to 
devise an improved prograim for core radius determination.)
2.) More consistent results seem to be found in 
the present investigation when the background density is 
counted, rather than calculated as a free parameter in the 
fitting process. .
3.) Care should be taken to include a large 
background sample in the data by counting out sufficiently 
far from the cluster centre. The Abell radius seems to 
contain a large enough area for this purpose. This procedure* 
seems to be of greater importance when the background 
density is to be calculated rather than counted directly.
4.) Two clusters show evidence of mass 
segregation but a general trend is not evident in the small 
sample studied here. In at least one of these clusters.
A2593, this effect may be caused by the presence of a second 
cluster in the field.
5.) The spread of cpre radii appears to be 
larger than that in the sample studied by Bahcall. This 
raises new questions concerning the use of these radii as 
standard metresticks in attempts to determine the value of 
the deceleration parameter. /If the spread of core radii is as great as is 
suggested by this thesis, t h ^  only very large z (greater 
than about 1) clusters will be usable in determinations of 
q^. The lack of rich clusters at these distances could 
prevent the determination of the deceleration parameter.
/ Part of this spread may be due to mass segregation 
If this is so, then establishment of a sufficiently accurate 
magnitude limit would be required before a large sample o f . 
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A listing is provided of the program version 
(named YAHOO) that finds the best fit values for Xq , a, 
and oyg. The listing should contain enough comment cards 
to enable a user to follow procedings; if these are 
insufficient an extensive explanation is presented in 
Appendix C. These, combined with the description of the 
type and format of required input data provided at the 
beginning of Chapter IV, fully explain the workings of this 
program. The first page of a typical output run of YAHOO 
is presented in Appendix J with sample outputs of two other 
programs.





■ÛINPUTDATlO(l) PRINTER CHECK -1HE-6ER«6-eF-VAbUE6-(CXPt»PaH*Pei^J TOTAL NUHBER OF RINCS (NOT NECESSARILY ALL OF SANE WIDTH)NORSCI) NUMBER OF OBSERVED GALAXIES IN RING IROUTd > -OUTER RAOIUS-OP-RINO"!---------SCI INITIAL ESTIMATE OF CENTRAL DENSITYSBCl INITIAL ESTIMATE OF BACKGROUND DENSITY
C MAJOR ARRAYS AND VARIABLESC XKI) THE SERIES OF XI VALUES CORRESPONDING TO EPSI(I)C SICOB(I) -GALAXY DENSITY IN RIHO I  "C SIGISO(I) CALCULATED GALAXY DENSITY AT SAME DISTANCE FROM CLUSTERC CENTRE AS SIGOB(I)-NGALCm THEOR6T4CAL VALUE FOR- NOBaM>TT€AL€UbATED-FR0K-aiSY60H-)-INTDKI) STORAGE PLACE OF INTEGRATION RESULTS, REQUIRED BY INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE RAVtl) AVERAGE (I;B: EQUAL AREA) RADIUS BETWEEN ROUT(I) AND ROUT(I+l)AXXA(I) storage SPACE FOR ALPHA, SIGC, 6IGB0, AND CHISQ BEFORE -PRYHTIH6-XIEPS(I) ARRAYS TO BE INTEGRATED; FED INTO SUBROUTINESSCCl) SERIES OF CENTRAL DENSITIES FOUND ITERATIVELY BY THE----- --HEWTON-RAPHSOH METHOD  - -SBGCI] BACKGROUND DENSITY ANALOGUE TO SC(I)XO UPPER LIMIT TO ISOTHERMAL GAS SPHERE INTEGRATION-LOGAI--- m*XINUM~ALPHA-FOR A ÇIVKM-XO-LOGAl LOCAL OIVN -- SIGC
L0G(KAXIHUM alpha for a given ALPHA) /INCREMENTAL BASE FOR LOGCALPHA) /-isothermal GAS SPHERE VALUEl TOTAL INTEGRAL FROM 0 TO XO HEWTON-RAPHSON value FOR CENTRAL DENSITY FOB A SPECIFIC XO-ALPKA COMBINATION -BACKOROUNO- DENSITY AMALOCUE-TO-SIGG----------------
o  ---
-SICBC—CHISQ CHI-SQUARE VALUE FROM COMPARING CURRENT MODEL TO DATAIAN ERROR MESSAGE MARKERG, F|- ECFBGr OBG -■—  — - .SUMS USED BY NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD TO GET SIGC AND SIGBG MINIMUM CHI-SQUARE FOR AN XOC2-A3, S3, SBQ-
IHD
IDD
ALPHA, SIGC, AND SIGBG ASSOCIATED WITH C2 MARKER: INDsS ALPHA BEING INCREMENTED) INDa70 LOWEST -CHISQ ALPHAS BEING-AVERAGED counter: NO. OF TIMES ALPHA AVERAGING HAS OCCURRED
-SUBROUTINtS-SIGI CALCULATES AN INTEGRAL FROM X TO XO FOR AN ISOTHERMALDENSITY AT RADIAL DISTANCE XDIVIN  CALCULATES AN INTEGRAL FROM 0 TO XO FOR ISOTHERMAL DENSITIESUSING THAT SPECIFIC XOIQSF CALCULATES INTEGRALS OVER RANGES WITH EQUALLY SPACED—— — — FUNCTION—V ALUES— ---------------- -- ---- —-— -----
 f U6-05-JÜH-M-H -PUGE-OOJ-
0001 
0002 )̂ 0003- 0004
-0005
REAL NaBS(40},R0UT(4l),RAV(40)DOUBLE PRECISION BI(40),6IGISO(40),NCALC(40),SIGOB(40)— REAL-GPM tîfl H-H«-H81->-rbOG*fcTtOS»+TAX»)W+2)--------------OOUBLE PRECISION INTDI(20I),XIEPS(2ei),CH18Q,DIVN,SIGC,SIGBG, «SC(20),SBG(20),XX1,XX2,G,F,FC,FBG,GBG,DNOM,Z1,Z2,E1,E2 INTEGER XOyOATIDI40)----- — -̂----------------
DATA READ IN; SCI, 8RG1, AND J PRINTED
0006 READd ,B8S)(DAT1D(I),Ib1 ,40)0007 BBS FORNAT(40A2)000 8----- WRITE(6;889)(OATIDfI)TTrlr40)0009 889 FORNAT(SX,40A2)0010 READ(l,225)(EPSI(I),Iml,281)-OOM-
001200130014-00150016 -0047-






224 FORNAT(20(F4.2))RCAD(1,330)SC1,8BG1 6C2»2y4SCl—8BG2=2,4SBG1 HRITE(6,880)5C1,SBG1
8'a',lPE11.2)230 F0RKAT(ES.2,2X,E5.2)
— H— IF (tl « LE 140 ) GO—TO—15—    --— — — ■ ■ ■ ■NRITE(6,803)0803 FORMAT!//,lOX,'CHANCE LINE 1 AMD 2 ARRAT SIZES FROM 40 TO',14,//) -gO-TO-999------- :----------------------------------15 IJRaOWRITE(6,883)0 883 F0RNAT(/r5X,'THERE-ARE*,I3r‘ RINGS',/)
VALUES OF XI CALCULATED IN THREE RANGES; BI 0.1 FROM 0 TO 10, -BY 1 FBBM-tO-TO-1 OOt-AN̂ T̂-1 O-FRON-100 -TO-̂ OOO------:----
0033003400350036 -0037-00380039 0040’00410042 -0043-0044
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-VOÏtHH TUE-05-J0H-79 »3rgfrt06- -PAGE-00&-
0361 GO TO 10
AFTER CHI50 15 FOUND AND IF IND»?0 OPERATIONS ARE SENT MERE IF NEW CHIBQ<C3 APPROPRIATE VALUES ARE RESET
03630364 - 036503660367 — 0266-
0269
0270
316 IF(CHISO.GB.C3)CO TO 340 C3=C2 A3=A2 -------------C2aCHI80A3"ALPHA — 69mBKC-------------8B3aSlGBC CO TO 341
1— 0271-02730374
IP NEW CNI80>C2 b u t  <C3 APPROPRIATE VALUES ARE RESET 
-340 IF(C3iLT«OHISQ)GO TO 34 1--------------------------------------C3aCHIS0ASaALPHA
IF AVERAGING HAS NOT OCCURRED 30 TIMES II CONTINUES AND PROGRAM RETURNS TO START OF SICISO LOOP
0375027703780279
0280
- 0 2 0 1 -0293
341 IF(IDD.GT.30)GO TO 342 ALPHA«0.5*(A3fA3}  IDDaIDO+1----- --— —GO TO 10
342 WRITC(6,343)A3.S2,SB3,C2343 FORMAT! 25NHHININUM METHOD I too CONTINUE S4(IPElli3))
-END OF NO LOOP
0283 999 WRITEC6.555)0284 - 555 FORMAT!///)0285 CALL EXIT0286 END
00o
FORTRAN IV.. VOZ.I-I TUK 0̂ -.IUll-79 >1l36ilS PAGE 001
0001 SUBROUTINE SIGI CEPSl, IXO. X. XI, IHTDI, UK)
CALCULATES INTEGRAL FROM X TO IXOEPSI THE range or VALUES TO BE INTEGRATED OVER   IXO UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION _____ _____
OOP?
Cc.. ,c... c c
X LONER LIMIT OF INTEGRATIONXI SET OF HORIZONTAL AXIS VALUES CORRESPONDING TO EPSI_____ INTOI 8Ï0RACE-SEACE OF INTEGRATION RESULTS---------UK ERROR MARKER
n n ilR I.E  P P E r T K T O N  E P R T f  I I . I N T O I f  l l f R I I M _______ :___________________________________000300040005
DIMENSION XKI) UKsOIKK̂  0— —   ------ -----
X IS CHECKED TO ENSURE IT IS BETWEEN 0 AND IXO
0006 IF(X.LT.O.O)CO TO 1000008 IF(X.LT.IXO)GO TO 1010010—  MRITC(6,200)X,IXO----------  - --0011 200 FORMAT!//,5X,'TROUBLES... X*',F7.S,'0012 GO TO 198 AND IXO#',16)
00130014
STORAGE SPACE FOR INTEGRATION RESULTS SET TO 0 POSITION OF XI VALUE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN X FOUND 1E_X»X1(2*11_ ERROR -MESSAGE PRINTED---------
101 SUHsO.O pg 102 l«l.2fll0015 IF(XI(1)-X)102,103,1040016 102 CONTINUE0017 100 NRITE(6̂ 201)X —  ____  _ _ -0018 201 F0RHAT(//,5X,'X IS ODD, IT IS',F7.2)0019 GO TO 198
0020
0021_0422_
IF NO XI VALUEbX MARKER SET) POSITION OF XI VALUE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN IXO FOUND1 IF IXO>XI(281) ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT
104' UK#25103 DO 105 Kal,281IF(XKK)»1XO)105.10S.107_____ _______ _____ _______ __0023 105 CONTINUE0024 HRITE(6,202)1X0.0025 ‘ 202 .F0HMAT(//,5X, 'JXO IS ODD, IT_ISJ-,I6)0026 GO TO 198
IF NO VALUE OF XI=IXO. MARKER SET
0027.0028 107 IKK=30GOTO 106.
IF IKK#30 TRAPEZOIDAL AREA tcTWEEN IXO, EPSKIXO), THE CLOSEST XI. AND ITS EPSI IS FOUND AND. ADDED TO SUM. EPSKIXO)IS FOUND BT LINEAR INTERPOLATION
-P^CE.OPZ..
00290030 0032
003:00360037 003»_JW19_ 00*0 0041 0042.




GO TO 106108 XF8AC>(X1(X)«JX0)/(XI(K)*X1(K-1})  XXnXFR*C»tEPaitKl-EPflIlK«in____XXxEPSI(K)-XX*0.8 SUM>SUH>(XX*(XI(K)>IXO)) GO TO 141___________
THE NUMBER OF XI VALUES BETWEEN X AND IXO 18 FOUND, ZERO. SUM IS FOUND USING A TRIANGULAR.AREA_______ IF IT IS
0043 106 NDIM»K-1+10044 ____ IF.CNDIH-1J109,140,111____004: 109 XXa(IXO'X)/(XI(I)«X)0046 suM*o.:*xx*ePsiti)*(ixo-x)JM2_____ 5fiL_T£LJJL0_____________






IF NO XlaX, AREA FROM X TO NEAREST LARGER XI IS FOUND TRIANGULARLT _ IF NO_XImIXQ,_AREA FROM.IXO TO NEAREST XI IS FOUND (SEE 29-42 ABOVE)
111 1F(IJK.EQ,2:}SUNb0.5«(XI(I)-X)*EPSI(I)1F(IKX.E0.30)CO to 1 4 7 __________________________________
00:700:9
CHECK TO SEE WHICH RANGES OF XI HOLD X AND XI, IF NOTHING MATCHES, ERROR MESSAGE PRINTED
141 IF(CI,LE.101).AND.(K.LC.101))GO TO 112 IFd.LE.lOOlCO TO 1130061 1F((I,LE;191),AND.(K.LE.1911)00 TO 1140063 1F(I,LE,190)G0 TO 11:0065 . IF(1.LE.2#1)C0 TO 116___________0067 WRITE(6,205)006» 205 F0RMATt//,5X,'TROUBLE IN THE "IF" SECTION')0069_____ CO TO 197___________________________CCC
CC_c_
IF X AND IXO ARE IN THE FIRST RANGE SUM INCREMENT AND TOTAL ARE_FOUND. IF.NDIM=2 INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE WON'T WORK SO SUM INCREMENT CALCULATED AS A TRAPEZOIDAL AREA,IF INTDI"2 OR THE DISTANCE FROM X OR 1X0 TO THE END OF A RANGEIS LESS THAN 3 STEPS ANÏWHERE IN THIS SUBROUTINE OR THE NEXT_ONE, THE SUM INCREMENT IS FOUND TRAPEZOIDALLY (FOR IXO) OR
00
fo
-JQRIBAM IV !UE 05-JUW-79 13*25:15 JEWE_JLU_
JLdli.
TRl*HCULARt>I (FOR X). FOR KDIM>3 OR MORE THAN THREE STEPS_ __  ARE AVAILABLE, THE SUM. JHCREllEllt_18J‘0UND BY THE ...SUBROUTINE IQSF,
112 IF(MDIH.GT.2>C0 TO ilT-
■0
0072 SUNaSUMt0.1*(EPSI(I)«EPSI(K})«0.S0073 GO TO 1100074.__117 IJal   ______________0075 DO 118 J=I,28I0076 EPSKIJlaEPSKJ)0077 118 I.ralJ-fl____________________0078 CALL I0SF(0.1,EPSI,1NTDI,NDIM)0079 EUMaSUHTlNTDKNDIM)
CC IF X IS IN THE FIRST XI RANGE AND IXO ISN'T, THE AREA (INTEGRAL)_____C FROM X TO THE RANGE'S END IS FOUND_________,_____________
0081 113 IF(I.LT.100)GO TO 1190083 SUM«SUMt0.H(EPSI(1001»EPSI(lQlll»Q̂ _0084 NOlMalQl0085 GO TO 120.0086 119 NDIN=I02-I_____________________0087 IJal0088 DO 121 J«I,2810089   EPSKIJInEPSIüU-----------0090 121 IJaIJ+1.0091 CALL IQSF(0,1,EPSI,INTOI,NDIM)0092_____ 8UMaSUM»IHTDI(NDIN)0093 120 IF(K.GE.)91)G0 TO 122
ir,,.X_I8 .1N.JHE,EIR8I.RAHGB.AMD_IX0 IN THE SECOND, THE AREA FROM. THE SECOND RANGE'S START TO IXO IS FOUND AND THE TOTAL INTEGRAL FOUND
0095 IF(K,GT.102)G0 TO 1230097 OUNaSUM+0.5«(EPSI(MDIM)tEPSI(NDIM*l))0098 . GO TO 110   . . . ^0099 123 Id>l0100 DO 124 JbNDIM,281_5Uaj_____ EP8I(IJ)«EP8ItJ) _______0102 • 124 IJ=IJ*10103 NDINsK-1000104 ... CALL IQSFd.O,EPSI,INTD̂ ,NDIM)0105 3UM"SUN+1NTDI(NDIM)0106 CO TO 110
IF X IS IN TĤ  FIRST RANGE AND ÎXÔ IN THE THIRD THE SUM INCREMENT OF THE INTEGRAL OVER THE SECOND RANGE 18 FOUND
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0154 _ 0155. 0156/ 0157
-ÿ02.1r-l TUE 05-JÜH-79 15:26115 _EAflE_M5_
EPSI(IJ}bCPSI(J).135 IJalJ+t__________________«01M*K-190CALL I0Sr(10r6,EPSt,lNTDl,NPIM)  3UHa8HH4lNTDItH0IHl_________
-0-1
)0159 GO TO 110
JF X̂ AHD̂ IXD-ARE-m-.IME-miaD-KAMCE-JHE-REIlAHIIHG INTEGRAL. INCREMENT (FROM X TO THE XI VALUE NEAREST 1X0) 18 OBTAINED AND THE INTEGRAL TOTAL CALCULATED
01600162016301640165 _01&6._01670168 0169
116 IF(NDIM.GT.2)G0 TO 136SIIHcGUM̂ S.0*(EP81(I)«EPSI(K)) CO TO 110_______________136 IJml'DO 137 JaI,2Bl  EPSI(lJ]cEP81(J)__________137 IJaIJ+1CALL lOSrClO.O,EPSI,INTDI,NDIM) SUMaSUN+INIOKNDlM)_________________________
INTEGRAL TOTAL IS REASSIGNED, ERROR MARKER IS RESET, AND IF _____ IHTECRALKQ ERROR MARKER 18 RESET AND ERROR MESSAGE PRINTED
0170_01710172
RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM NITH INTEGRAL
110.1NT01U)=SUM_     -IJKeO 1irCBUM.GE.0.0)00 TO 199 
.197 MBlT ^ » i2041I.I!;.X aK Q .X lll),X ItK j.EP3I(Il^£ £ flIlK L JM -8,ND1M,EPS1(K-1)0175 204 FORMATC///,' CONFUSION IN MCI AT 110: 1 = ' ,I6,/,29X, _____IJKa.M6,/,29X»iJt.RL,lEE15.6,/.,27X,JlXQB’,I7,/,25X,'XI(l)S'.,,S1PE15.6,/,2SX,>Xl(K)a<,IPEl5.6,/,23X,'EPSI(I)«•,1PE15.6,/, 823X, 'EPSKKlDi.IPElS/ETK.lTX, >8UMâ ,lPE15.6,//,-tZ6X ..LNP1.M F-L, J.-±, lEEl 5. 6 , iC£l__ i______017601770178
198 IJKslll199 RETURN END __
00Ui
FORTRAN lY V02.1-1 TUE 05-JUN-79 13H6t20 PAGE 001
0001 SUBROUTINE DIVIH( XIEP8 , 1X0, INTOX , XI , UN )
CALCULATES INTEGRAL FROM 0 TO IXO. INTEGRATIONS IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE SUBJECT TO THE BANE LINITATIÔNB AS IN THE PREVIOUS SUBROUTINE
-0
1
XIEPS THE RANGE OF VALUES TO BE INTEGRATED OVERIXO UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION IBI0I_STORAC£-BPJlCE_OE_UtTECRAIIOII_ReSULT8-----------XI SET OF HORIZONTAL AXIS VALUES CORRESPONDING TO XIEPSUK ERROR MARKER
00020003 REAL XI(l)DOUBLE PRECISION JNIDltl ) ,SUH,XIEPM13_---------------
INTEGRAL STORAGE SPACE SET TO 0 AND POSITION OF XI VALUE NEAREST BUT NOT SMALLER THAN IXO FOUND______________
00040005 .00060007 60_____C___




IF IXO<XI(281) ERROR MESSAGE PRINTED







IF IXO DOCS NOT EQUAL A VALUE 0F| XI THE AREA BETWEEN IXO AND  THE NEAREST. XI_VALUE_16 FOUND TRAPEZOIDALLY AND ADDED TO. SUM .
XAV3(XI(I)«XI(I-1))/2.0. IF((XAV.CT.IX01.AND.tI.GT.211CÔ O_64____________________XFRAC#(XI(I)«IX0)/(XI(I)-XI(I-1)) XX,(XIEP5(I).XIEPS(I-1))*XFRAC XX=(XlEP3CI)*XIEPS(I)-XX)/2.0 SUM=SUM>(XX#(XI(t)-IXO})GO TO 61
XXb(XICPS(X)-X1EPS(I-1))«XFRAC XX=(XIEPS<I-l)+XlEP8tl-l)+XX)/2.0SUN#5UKt«IX0-XItl-lll*XX)_______ .1*1-1
 IF IXO IS IN THE FIRST XI RANGE THE TOTAL INTEGRAL_JS_FOUND, IF IT IS NOT THE INTEGRAL PART FROM 0 TO THE END OF THE FIRSTRANGE IS FOUND AND ADDED TO SUM




FORTRAN IV ’ V02.1-1 TUE 05-JON-79‘13136130 ■ PAGE_Q02_
0031003200330034 
y  0Q3-5-
GO TO 9983 HDIN̂ lOl_________________S CALL 108F(0.1,XIEPS,lNTDI,NDtM) SUH3SUN4INTDI(NDIM) irtl.LE.iOtlGO TO 999________
-C
IF 1X0 IS IN THE SECOND XI RANCE THE INTEGRAL PART FROM THE START. OF THE SECOKD-JUHCE-tO-IXO-IS-roUHD. AMD ADDED TO SUM FOR THE TOTAL INTEGRAL. IF IT IS IN THE THIRD RANGE THE INTEGRAL PART COVERING THE SECOND RANGE IS FOUND AND ADDED TO SUM____________________________________
003700390040 0042
_0M3L
lF(t.GC.|91)C0 TO 4_HD1M=I-100____________IF(NDIM.GT.2)G0 TO 8SUM3SUM+((XIEPS(10l)*XIEPS(102))/2.0) GO TO 999______________________00440045004600470048
00500051 CCC
JL
X  NDIKS918 IJalOl- -   D0̂ 9—Ü® 81.... — . --XIEPSCJ)aXIEPS(IJ)9 IJaIJ+1 CALL lOSrtl.O.XlEPa.INIDI.HDlH}-SUMaSUMflNTDKNDIM) IF(1.LE.191)C0 TO 998
FOR IXO IN THE THIRD XI RANGE THE REMAINDER OF THE INTEGRAL (FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD RANGE TO IXO) IS FOUND AND ADDED TO SUM FOR THE TOTAL I N T E G R A L  ...
0053 NDIMaI-190,Q054_ IF(Npl|(.GT.21C(LI0_i2_________ ___0056 SUM«SUH4(10.0«(XiEPS(91)4XIEPS(92))/2.0)0057 GO TO 9980058 12 IJa91__________________________0059 00 13 J3l,910060 XlEPS(J)aXIEPS(IJ)0061 13 IJaIJtl . -___ ___0062 CALL lOSFC10.0,XIEPS,INTOI,NDIM)0063 SUHsSUNtlHTDKNOIM)_0064___998 INTDI(1)«S0N_______________00650066 999 RETURN END
X ÇO
^  iliT iT lÜ Éi
FORTRAN IV V02.1»! TOE 05-JUN-79 1 3 H 6 H A _PJiQE_ft.5JL
0001. _  C C C
______ C
SUBROUTINE IQSP(H,T,Z,NDIN) ;
THIS SUBROUtThe NAŜ LIFTED BOOrtf FROM IBM'S BSP WHERE IT WAS CALLED "QSF", HERE THE INTEGRAL IS FOUND BT SIMPSON'S RULE
H ■ THE INCREMENT OF AR(hlEMENT VALUES II.E. A CONSTANT)
-0-1
0002-DIUIJL
Y THE INPUT FUNCTION VALUES, SEPARATED BT HZ THE RESULTING INTEGRAL VALUES. NDIM- IHE_NUMBER_OF_JVALUES TP_BE_INTECRAIED. OVER­
DOUBLE’PRECISION T(f),̂ (1),SUN1,5UM2,AUX,AUX1,AUX2 
_Hla-U13L3Aî-î*H_____________________________00040005 0006- 00070006JI0ft5> —
Ll«lL2"2 L3»3L4«4L5>5  L6=S.
0010 c■C-cOOll 1 LflOii.
IF (MDIM«S)7,8,I
 NniM_l&_CREATER-TNAN_5f_ PREPARATIDNS-OFJNTECRATIOM LOOP----
SUMl>T(L2)tT(L2)- SUMl»8UHUSUHi00130014 • .0015 __0016 0017
SUMlcHT$(T(Ll)»8UMlMf(L3))AUXI»T(L4)+T(L4)-JlUXlRAUXItAUIl         - - —AUXl>SUM14HT*(ICti3)tAUXUT(L5))
AUX3sHT*(r{LI)43.B7S*(T(L2)4,y(LS))43.625*(T(L3)4T(L4))4T(L6)) 
_8UM1=Y(L&1±I1LU________  :--:---------------- \0019
0020 ,0021.
002200230024




0025 Z(L3)aSUNl0026 Z(L4)aSUN20027 ____IF_(NDIM?615,5,2__CC INTEGRATION LOOP
0026 2 00 4 Im7,NDIN,20029 SOMIbAI/XI0030 SUM2MAUX2. .._______  ___0031 AUX1bT(I>1]4T(I-1)0032 AUX1bAUX14AUX1003 3_____ AUXla8UMl4HT*(T(l-2)4AUXl4T(I})003400350036 30037 0036
004?- 5
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►A listing^.is provided of the BASIC program that 
produces values of ij; ' , and e (see equation 4,
page 7). The last set of values are those entered as 
isothermal gas sphere data for the appropriate Ç values as 
specified op page 36. ^  ■
ToXobtain values used in this thesis for the first
/ y
range of fO.O.to 9.9 in increments of 0.1), the step size 
to enter is 0.001 and the number of steps is 100; for the 
second'range of Ç (10 to 99 in increments of 1) the step 
size is oTo\ and the number of steps is 100; and for the 
, third Ç range (100 to 1000 .in increments, of 10) the step 
'size is 0.1 and the number of steps is 100.
J As can be seen for the,portion of an output run
\ included in Appendix J, the values of ç are not exact, but
the small difference is not considered significant and so 
^  is ignored. Also, when the program is run for the second ç
range, values for , tp', and e”'̂ij/' are calculated for 
■ 5=1, 2, 1, 9. These values were not used since
values corresponding to the first nine 5 values were 
provided by calculations for the first .5 range. Simi^^arly, 
the first nine sets of numbers produced in third range 
calculations were ignored since second range calculations 
had included them. , \ ‘
r
91
The BASIC program does not give' a value of e i|j ' 
for ç=OV a necessary value, but since for this Ç the product 
this is not a problem.
Also included in this Appendix-are the modifications 
performed on YAHOO to get the programs BGIN and TAFCHEC.
BGIN is the variant that reads the counted background density 
as a constant and only makes best fit determinations for Xq, 
a, and Oj,. The first page of a typical output of BGIN is 
also provided in Appendix J.
..
TAFCHEC was used for the program testing in 
Chapter III, 'section (ii). The only difference between 
TAFCHEC and YAHOO is that the former also calculates the 
found, for each. Xq when comparing the data to the model made 
using the current Xq and Taff's values of.a, Oq , and aĵ g.
TEis provides the bracketed numbers of Tables 3 and 5
y (pages 23 and 27 respectively).
Detailed explanations 
to YAHOO to obtain BGIN and TAFCHEC are given in,Appendix C.
of the modifications-done
/





50 PRINT 'ENTER STEP SIZE,
60 INPUT U,N 
70 PRINT H,N7r PRINT̂ '" '----  - -
72 PRINT 'XI'f'EXP(-PSI)', 
i 73 PRINT '
75 FOR K-1 TO 100-- ------
^ 80 GOSUB 110 
-' 85 X3=EXP<-Y(1) )
00 X4=X3*Y<2)-------------
90 PRINT XfX3,Y<2),X4 
95 NEXT K 
100 STOP
110 FOR J»1 TO N 
120 Z<1)=Y<1)
 130 Z<2)=V<2)-











230 003UR 360--- ----- -- --- ---------------
260 C<1)=F(1)
270 C(2)=F(2) ^
280 Z<1)-Y(1)+H»C(1) -  ^
290 Z(2)=Y(2>+H»C<2)
300 X=X+H/2






- 330 RETURN ------- - -------------------
360 F(1)=Z(2)











Modifications to YAHOO to get ^GIN
. 1 ‘
. ■ 1The line numbers referred to are those of YAHOO 
as it is found in Appendix A. All changes are in the MAIN 
program; the subroutines SIGI, DIVIî/, eind IQSF are left 
unchcinged. .
Change line 4 to:
DOUBLE PRECISION INTDI(283^ XIEPS(281), CHISQ, DIVN, 
SIGC, SC(20), XXI, XX2, SUMi, SUMS. Zl, Z2, El, UI
}
Change line 19 to:
READ (1,230) SCI, SBG'
Delete line 21.
Change line 22 to:
WRITE(6,880) SCI, SBG
■ t
Change line 23 tb: ,
\
880 FORMAT(/,5X,'INITI^ CENT DENS=',IPEII.2,/,14X> 
•BG ^DENS-',1PE11.2)
Delete line 61. '
94
Change line 69 to:
25 FORMAT(4(4X,'ALPHA CENT DENS CHI-SQ '))
Replace lines 111 through 115 inclusive by: 
 ̂ SUM1=0.0
SUM2=0.0
Change line 117 to:
Z1=SC(IP)*SIGISO(L)+SBG
»r
Replace li^es 123 through 132 inclusive by:
EI=Z2/Z1
.UI=(l./Zl)+({2.*J2/zi)/Zl)+(((Z2/Zl)*Z2/Zl)/Zl)
sirciso (LJ * (2. *EI+EI *EI )> SUH1=SUM1+BI(L)*
203 SUM2=SUM2+BI(L)*BIGISO(L)*SIGISO(L)*UI 
y%[F(ABS (SUM2)-rGrVl.OE-12)GO TO 204
Delete .line 135.<5




Change line 148 to; ^
IF(XX2,LE.XX1)G0 TO 207
Delete lines•152 through 157 inclusive.
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Delete line 160,
Change line 161 to;
IF(XX1,LE.0.0001)GO-^ 209
Delete line 169. 
Delete line 172.
Chafige lihe 176 to:
GO TO 703
Delete lines 178 through 182 .inclusive.
Change line 184 to:
310 SC(IR)=0.0
Delete line 185.
Change line 188 to:
NCALC (3;)=3.141593*BI(I) * (SIGC*SIGISO (I)+SBG)
Delete line 207.
96




Replace lines 227 through 232 inclusive by: ‘
IF(IAM.EQ.l)VfilTE(6,805)SC(IP), SIGISO(L), IP, L
805 FORMAT(10X,'SC(IP)=',1PE11.3,4X,'SIGIS0(L)=',1PE11.3,
It
' IP=',13,' L=',13,/,IQX,'PROBLEMS IN THE
203 LOOP') '
. IF(IAM.EQ.2)WRITE(6,806)DNOM, SC(IP)
806 FORMAT(lOX,'DNOM=',1PE11.1,' AND NON-ITERATION
OCCURRED TOO OFTEN ' SC=*',1PE11. 3)
/ Delete lines 236 and 238.
L
Change lines 250 and 25,1 to:
318 WRITE(6,322)A2, S2, C2
322 FORMAT (13X,'MIN‘FROM PROGRAM:' ' , 3 (iPEll. 3) )
line 258.
Delete line 269.





Change lines 280 and 281 to;
342 WRITE(6,^43)A2, S2, C2
343 FORMAT(14X,'MINIMUM METHOD: ',3(iPEll.3))
Modifications to YAHOO to get TAFCHEC
*Again line numbers refer to those of YAHOO as it 
appears in Appendix A and all subroutines are unchanged.
Insert between lines 24 and 25;
READ(1,235)TAL, TSC, TSBG
235 FORMAT (E5.2,2 (2X,E'5.2))
WRITE(6,236)TAL, TSC, TSBG
236 FORMAT(/,' TAFF!'S V;U3UES: ALPHA=',1PEI1.2,/,18X,
'SIGC=',1PE11.2,/,17X,’SIGBG=',IPEll.2)
Insert between lines 56 auid 57:
ITAFF=5
Insert between lines 102 auid 103:
IF(ITAPF.GT.100)GO to 820




Insert between lines 281 and 282: '
ITAFF=500 
ALPHA=TAL 
GO TO 10 -
820 CHISQ=q.O 
DO 821 1=1,J .
NCALC (I)=3.141593*BI (I),* (TSC*SIGISO (I)+TSBG)
821 CHISQ=CHISQ+( (NOBS (I)-NCALCM) ) **2)/NCALC (I) L  
WRITE(6,882)ALPHA, CHISQ







A detailed explanation of the program YAHOO is 
provided. Also given are explanations of the modifications 
of YAHOO needed to obtain BGIN and TAFCHEC,
In all cases in this Appendix^ line numbers' refer 
to the line_ numbers of YAHOO as they occur in Appendix A. 
The insertions, deletions, changes, and replacements 
referred to in explanations of the modifications for BGIN 
and TAFCHEC are those listed in Appendix B.
*YAHOO
MAIN Program
Lines Function and/or relation to theory
1-5 Declaration statements
6-9 Read in and rewrite a message at the beginning of
the d̂ ata deck. This checks to make sure that the
proper type of data is being used eind to make sure
'the printer is on the 132 line width mode (itenw.1 
on page 36).
10-11 Isothermal gas sphere density data is entere^ (data 
is from the BASIC program; item 2 on page 36).
100
12-19 J, NOBS, ROUT, and initial estimates for (SCI)
and ajjg (SBGl) are read in (items 4 to 7 on page 
36). The command to skip a line in line 13 allows 
the program to jump over the line describing the 
format of items 4 to 6 (item 3 on page 36)/
20-21 Values two times those of the initial estimates
for cjç. and a^g are put aside for future use (lines 
173 and 178).
22-23 The initial estimates for and a^g are printed 
out.
24;̂  Format for line 20.
25-29 If there are more rings than the necessary array
sizes permit, a proper notice is printed and the 
program stops.
30 UK, an error marker needed later on, is set to
zero.
31-31 The number of rings being used is printed out.
33-44 The series XI (Ç in equation 4, page 7), the
unitless radius of the isothermal gas sphere, is' ■ 
calculated for the corresponding densitieé entered 
in line 10.
45-46 Table titles are printed.
^7 ROUT(l) =r j=s0, see explanation of equation (1),
page 6.
48-55 A series of val is calculated and printed.
lee equation (1) , page 6
*8» 101 •
and series of equations defining the Newton- 
Raphson terms, pages 10 and 11. NOBSand ROUT are 
reprinted to ensure prfiper entry; SIGOB and RAV /
are printed to enable the drawing of a radial 
density diagram for the cluster.
56 Start of the XO loop. XQsxq in equation (4), page
1, and is the upper limit to integration of the
isothermal gas sphere. As can be seen from, XI,
data are sufficient to allow a maximum XO of 1000
/ (lines 33-44). ^
^ '57 IND is a marker used to determine whether the 
program is calculating values by (I) increasing a 




For base (XI) storage spaces are needed for the 
smallest values and their associated a values,
they are Cl, 02, Al, and A2. Intermediate values 
are stored in 03 and A3. For the current minimum 
in case (II), the associated values obtained 
for Og and are stored in S2 and SB2 respectively.
58-59 02 and A2 are set abnormally high so as to allow
the first value for x^ obtained to become the 
current minimum. It is necessary to set them high 
because finding minimum values works by comparison.
c 102 ̂ (An alternate method would be to assign Cl and C2 
(and Al and-A2) the first two (and a) values 
calculated in the loop starting at line 79, but 
counters, etc. would have to be added making this 
method more cumbersome.}
60-61 Since and oĵ g .are solved iteratively, the
iterated solutions are stored in arrays for later 
testing. These, arrays, SC (I) and SBG (I) 
respectively, start with the estimated values that 
were entered as data.
62 An initial a is calculated.*
63 log (a) is stored-. Since a is incremented in steps 
of log(a)+0.08 triis value is necessary.
64 LOGAlilog +4. When (or if) a reaches
this value, the program moves to case (II).
.65 IZ is a counter needed for storing a triple row of
results before printing; see lines 209-219.
The curreht value of XO is printed.
)Headings for the results are printed.
The values are calculated (see equation 4, v
page 7) as XIEPS (I).
72 The integral
e-* d(
is calculated in subroutine DIVIN.
73-77 If there is an error somewhere in the subroutine,
70-71
103
IJK=llll This causes the printing of the message 
and the choosing of the next XO.
78 The integral is returned to the MATN program as 
INTDI(1). Since the array INTOI is needed later, 
the integral is stored as DIVN.
79 An important loop is started. This one calculates 
the density of an isothermal gas sphere at the 
distcuices at which observed densities are found.
80 in equation (4) . It is the unitless distance
of the observed density. *
81 If X is greater than the upper limit of integration 
this loop is exited. Go to line 104; calculation 
is impossible under these conditions.
83 X^ TTS' calculated fop later usage.
84-85 The array XI is searched to find the position of
the value ) X.
87-89 If no value of XI suits, a message is printed and
the program stops.
90-92 The values e”*^' /ç^-x^' are calculated as XIEPS (see 
equation.4, page 7).
93 The position of the first XI at is decreased by one
and ®




e"%' dç * , -
X
is calcu],ated in the subroutine SIGI; the result is
stored in INTDI(1).
97-101 Check for errors in the subroutine, if there is one
■ the message is printed yid the next XO is chosen.
If there are no errors» confcinhe.\
102 End of the isothermal density loop. The isothermal 
gas sphere density value for this value of RAV is 
calculated". The operations return to line 80 to 
calculate the a for the next ’RAV. -
103 After is calculated for each RAV the program
goes to line 108. ,
104 ' Operations go here if conditions In line 81 are met.
If 1=1 (i.e. the initial X> XO) then the operations 
are sent to line 220 to increase a and so decrease 
X.
106-107 If I > 1, then the values for cjiso yet
calculated, and so unable to be calculated, are set 
to zero. ^
108-109 After is calculated twq counters are set
loop to follow runs 20 times, but can go to 40 
60, 80, or 100. The counter II indicates howimany 
groups of 20 times the loop has run. The counter 
IXY will be explained later. ^
110 Start of the iteration loop for the Newton-^i^hson
J
105
method. The iteration runs 20 tiipes, which has 
been found through tests to be sufficient to get 
.-convergence to within 10“ .̂ Tests are done later 
to check for 10"'* interior convergence and the 20 
step iterative procedure can be repeated up to 
four times if necessary.
111-115 Summation terms to be used in the iteration are 
set to zero initially.
116 &n interior loop which is used to perform the 
necessary summations is started.
117 ZlEâ Oĵ gçj (xĵ )+aj3g. This is the density of an 
isothermal gas sphere model at the distance x-ĵ 
using the current density values of and Obg*
118-121 Zl is tested to see if it equals zero. If so,
IAM, a printing command, is set accordingly and 
the operations, move to line 225.
122-125 If Zl^O, continue setting up sub-components of the 
summations. Referring to the equations of pages 
1^ and 11, El=2s^-e?.
and E2=P£
126-130 F=f; FC=f^; GBGEg^;
G=g; FBGEfy g^; see pages 10 and 11
Line 130 is the end of the summation loop.
131 The denominator term from the equations of page 12 
(i.e. f^Çy-f^) is calculated.
132 The size of DNOM is checked. If it is too small,
% 106
the size of the calculated value using DNOM would 
probably exceed the computer's capacity, and so no 
iteration is performed. If DNOM is not too small 
operations proceed to line 141.
134-135'" Instead of iterating, the next values of a<̂  and
are set to the previous values.
136 Also, counter IXY is increased, by 1.
*137 If this has happened less than 6 times in a row
(i.e. IXY<5) and the loop is at less than the 19^^ 
iterative step (i.e. IP<19), then operations 
return to the beginning of the iteration loop, 
line 110, for the next iterative step.
139-140 If - this has happened 6 or more times and IP=19,
then an error message counter is set and the 
operations go to line 2 25.
141 If the value of DNOM is sufficiently large
iteratio)(i can be performed and the value of IXY is
reset to zero.
*
142-143 The iterative steps are performed (see the equations 
on page 12J.
144 ^After the steps are performed, return to the start
of the Newton-Raphson loop, line 110.
145-147 After 20 iteration^ a loop is started to check the 
last 6 (Jc and obg values, in groups of 3 
consecutive values, for convergence, with some - 
leeway for slight nonconvergence. This is done by
107
comparing the size differences between the L and 
L-1 terms and the L and L+1 terms. if the 
- difference between L and L-1 is greater than the 
difference between L and L+1, then the series is 
converging. Leeway is built in by adding 0.005 of 
the L term to the L-(L-1) difference. XXI is the 
L-(L-1) difference with the leeway term, and XX2 
,is the (L+D-L difference.
148 If convergence occurs for a^, the same test is
used for oĵ g.
150-151 If Gg convergence does not occur, the error
message counter is sel^^^d operations go to'line 
225.
152-158 Convergence for cyg is tested. If it is found,
operations retl^rn to the loop's start, line 145, 
and if convergence is not found the error message 
counter is set and operations move to line 225.
159-161 After convergence for the last 6 iterations of
and ajjg has been confirmed, the degree of 
convergence is tested. If the difference between 
the last and second last iterated values for both • 
G g and Gjjg is less than or equal to 10"^ of the 
last iterated value, the values are satisfactory 
and operations proceed to line 171. In this check 
XXI refers to and XX2 to G^g.
163 If the degree of convergence is not sufficient and
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the iterative loop has been run less than 5 times, 
operations proceed to line 167.
165-166 If the degree of convergence is insufficient and 
the loop has run 5 tirr̂  ̂ an error message counter 
is set and operations move to line 225.
167 From line 163. The counter which keeps track of
the number of times the iteration loop is run is 
incremented by 1.
168-169 The last iterated value for and from the
last run through the iteration loop is moved to a
lower place in the SC and SBG arrays and will be 
the initial value for the next run through of the 
iteration loop,
170 The program is sent to the start of the Newton-
Raphson iteration loop, line 110.
171-172 From line 161. If convergence standards are met,
the final values obtained from the iteration loop
are accepted as the best and o^g for the Xq-a 
combination used.
173-182 This section checks to see if the accepted values 
are greater than twice the initial estimates which 
were fed in. If they are, the initial estimates 
are used as the first values in the Newton-Raphson 
iteration loop for the next o value. If the 
accepted values are less than twice the initial 
estimates then the accepted values will be used.
This is done because tests have found that if 
initial values in the iteration loop are too larbe 
by several times, the loop usually converges;bo ^ 
the wrong root of the set of equations. However, 
if the initial estimates are too small, but still 
positive, this will not occur.
183-185 After the initial values for the next run of the 
iteration loop have been set, the rest of the 
and ajjg arrays are set to zero as a safety measure.
186 Since the test involves a summation, the space 
used to store the value is initially set to 0.
187 The loop to calculate x^ is started and runs once 
for each ring.
188 The theoretical number of galaxies for the specific
ring is calculated from the ring area and the 
density in galaxies/arcmin^. This density is 
calculated from the and values (obtained 
from the iteration loop) and from the isothermal 
gas sphere densities previously obtained for these 
rings.
189 The x^ is calculated.
190 If IND=5 (see line 57) the program is still
operating in method (I) . If IND=.70 the program is 
operating by. method (II). If the program is in 
method (II) operations procédé to line 262.
192 The value of x^ is checked. If x^<0, then at
t  110
y
l^st one of the values found for and is
large and negative and so physically unreasonable.
1 In this case the present is no^to be compared
to thé current minimum and operations go to 
line 209.
194-2 08 This section preserves the minimum and
 ̂ associated a, and aĵ g as C2^A2, S2, and SB2.
The x̂  and a values preceding and following the 
minimum x^ are saved, respectively as Cl, Al and 
C3, A3.- This is done so the minimum x^ and 
associated values are isolated from the rest of 
the results found for a given XO and may be 
printed separately and also so that the three 
smallest x̂  and associated a values are available 
for method (II).
209-212 The current x^ and associated values are stored in 
part of an array, AXXA, in groups of 4.
213 The array index, IZ, is incremented by 4 to allow
the next group of 4 values to be stored the next 
time operations reach line 209. This means that 
consecutive groups of results, with 4 numbers per 
group, are stored linearly in larger colleOtions 
of 3 groups. This is due to the results being 
printed in the same manner in which they are 
stored and paper width only allows the printing of 
12 numbers. The output, to be read sequentially.
L.
Ill
must be read as 3 groups of 4 numbers from left to 
t across the page before proceeding to the 
line. ■
Since AXXA has only 12 spaces, when they are 
filled a line of results must be printed before 
more can be stored. If it is filled by now IZ=13, 
so this line checks to see if AXXA is filled. If 
it is not, proceed to line 220. ^
216-219 .Because AXXA is filled, its contents are printed
and IZ is reset to allow values to be stored in the 
array again.
From lines 214 or 104. a is increased by 
' incrementing lo^a) . 
log(a) is checked to see if it is too large (see 
lines 62-64). If it is not too large a best 
and ojjg will be found for the new Xq-oi combination 
starting at line 79.
Since o is now too large, go to line 2 45.
From lines 121, 140, 151, 157, or 166. If the 
program is in method (I) it proceeds to line 245. 
Since the program is in method (II) the proper 
message is printed to explain why the progccira 
cannot operate properly as indicated by the error 
message counter IAM.
The program goes to line 282 to choose a new XO, 








245-249 Prom line 225. Since the program cannot operate
any further in method (I), the last of the results 
stored in AXXA are printed and IZ is reset for the 
next run of method (I).
250-251 The minimum and associated values as found from
method (I) for the current XO are printed.
252-253 The program is about to commence operating in
method (II). In this method the smallest is 
still called C2, but the second smallest is 
called C3. These lines check the x^ preceding and 
following C2 as found in method (I) tb see which 
is smaller. If C3 is already smaller than Cl the 
program procedds to line 256. If.Cl is smaller,
C3 is assigned its value and A3 is assigned the 
value of Al.
t256 IND is reset to indicate the usage of method (II).
257-258 The initial and cr̂ g to be used in the Newton- '
Raphson iteration loop are set to be the values 
producing the minimum
259 ^ A  new a is found by averaging the a values producing
the two smallest values. J
260 A counter to indicate l̂ cw often method (II) has 
run for this XO is set.
261 • With the new o, new values of and are
to be found. ProceW to line 79.
262 From line 190. The x^ found from the new a as
113
obtained by method (II) is compared to the previous 
minimum If it is not smaller, go to line 271.
264-270 Since the new is smaller than C2, values are 
reassigned accordingly, with the new x^ beœonjing 
C2 and the old C2 becoming C3, the a values being 
reassigned similarly, and the and producing
this new minimum x^ being stored.
271 , ̂ From line 262. Evert, though the new x^ is greater
:han C2, it is checked to dee if it smaller than 
the second smallest x^* If not, operations go to 
line 275.
273-274 Since the new x^ is smaller than the previous
second smallest x^f C3 and A3 are reassigned 
accordingly. f
275 From lines 270,)271, or 274. IDD is checked to
see if method (II) has averaged a values the 
required number of times. If it has, go to line 
280.
277 A new a is obtained from those associated with the 
two smallest values.
278 The method (II) frequency counter is incremented.
279 With the new a, proceed to line,79;
280-282 From line 275. Since method (II) had been run the
appropriate number of times the results obtained 
cire printed. Then the program chooses a new XO 
and returns to begin method (I) again.
283-286
114
From lines 29, 89, or 282. Either a fatal error
has occurEéd or the program has operated over the 
required range of XO values. Several lines are 
skipped on the output and the program ends.
Subroutine SIGI
This subroutine is called from line 96 in the MAIN, 
program and is used to calculate the integral
/ e"’' <p' ds
The factors transferred to this subroutine from 
the MAIN program are the values x and x^, the series of 
values of 5 from 0 to lOOOj and the series of values for 
/ç^-x^ e"^ ij)' corresponding to the C values. These factors 
are represented is this subroutine as X, IXO, XI, and EPSI 
respectively, with ^he last two being arrays. The values of 
EPSI from XI=0 (i.e. XI(1)) to the value of XI nearest but 
still smaller than X are all equal to zero (see MAIN, lines 
84-95).
The major facet complicating this subroutine is 
that while XI increases in three ranges with different 




range XI increases in steps of 0.1 from 0 to 9.9; in the ‘ 
second XI range the increment size is 1 from 10 to 99; and 
in the third range XI increases in steps of 10 from 100 to
1000) and X and IXO can\be in any of these ranges, the
)integration subroutine IQSF can only integrate over an interval 
using identical incremental steps. Therefore, unless X and 
IXO occur in the same range, the different ranges must be 
integrated separately and the results summed.
Lines Function and/or relation to theory
■ 1 Subroutine declaration statement and transfer of
necessary data. INTDI is an array needed by the 
secondary integration subroutine IQSF to store 
results' as the integration procédés and IJK is 
the error marker mentioned in the MAIN program 
(see MAIN lines 73-77 and 97-101) and is also used 
to indicate whether or not X equals a specific 
value of XI. "
2-3 Declaration of-arrays and double precision. SUM
is the space in which results of separate 
integrations Eire added.
4 The error marker is set to zero.
5 B marker used to indicate whether or not IXO is
equal to a specific value of XI is set to zero,
6 X is checked again to see if it has a negative
' value. ' If so operations proce^ to line 17. .
«ri
8 X is compared to IXO, if X<IXO the integration can
be performed, and so operations proceed to line 13. 
10-12 .Since X > IXTT, an error message is printed and the 
program is sent to line 176.
13 Initial value of SUM is set.
14-16 A loop is used to determine the position (I) of
; the value of XI equal to or immediately greater^^ i 
than X. If a value of XI equal’s X t^e program is 
sent to line 21, and if a value is not equal but 
larger than X, operations go to line 20.
17-19 From line 6 or if X is larger than all values of
XI. In this case an error message is printed and 
the program is sent to line 176.
V
20 From the loop in lines 14-16. The marker is set
to 25 to indicate that no value of XI equals X.
21-23 From line 20 or the loop in lines 14-16. A loop
is used to determine the position (K) of the value 
of XI equal to or greater than IXO. If a value of 
XI equals 1X0 the program is sent' to line 43, and 
if a value not equal but larger thah IXO the 
prograiç is sent to line 27.
24-26 If all values of XI are smaller than IXO the error
message is printed and operations are sent to line 
176.
27 From the loop in lines 21-23. The marker is set




28 Proceéd to line 43.
29 From line 55. If operations reach this line then
IXO is between two adjacent values of XI, namely 
XI(K-l) and XI (K). Since IQSF can only integrate 
up to XI(K-1) or XI(K) and not between them, the 
area under the EPSI curve between XI(K-1) and IXO 
must be calculated another way. Accordingly, the 
average position between XI(K-1) and XI(K) is 
found: if IXO is greater or equal to this average, 
the area between IXO and XI(K) is found and 
subtracted from the SUM and the curve is integrated 
out to XI (K) ; if IXO is less than the average, th"^
area between XI (K-1) and 15(0 is found and added to
the SUM and the curve is intë^^,^t^d^ut to XI (K-1) .
To obtain the area between I ^  and the required XI 
value (to be called XI(R)), the values of EPSI at 
XI (K-1) and XI (K) were first interpolated linearly 
to obtain an EPSI value at IXO. Then with ÈPSI , 
for IXO and XI(R) and with the difference between 
IXO and XI(R) the area was calculated as a trapezoid. 
In line 29 the average position between XI(K-1) and 
XI(K) is found.
30 If 5CAV<IX0 the program is sent to line 38»
32-35 The area under the EPSI curve between XI(K-1) and
IXO is calculated and added to the SUM.




position, but is told to integrate to position "K", 
the value of K is decreased by 1.
37 ' Go to line 43.
38-41 From line 30. The area under the curve of EPSI
between IXO and XI (K) is calculated and subtracted 
from the SUM.
42 Go to line 57.
43 From the loop in -lines 21-23 or lines 27 or 28.
NDIM is the effective dimension of the variable 
being integrated; to use IQSF NDIM must be larger 
than 3.
44 ^  If the value of NDIM<1 go to line 45, if NDIM=1 go
to line 48, and if NDIM>1 go to line 53. To get
NDIM=0 both X and IKO must be between XI(I-l) and 
the midpoint between XI (I-l) and XI (I); initially. 
I=K. For NDIM=1 either; X and IXO are between 
XI(I-l) and XI(I) with IXO greater than the average
of XI(I-l) and XI(I) - producing a SUM<0 (see lines ^
38-41); or X is between XI(I-l) and XI(I) and IXO
• is between XI(I) and the midpoint between XI(I)
and XI (I+l) producing a SUM > 0 (see lines 32-35). 
45-46 From 44. Since EPSI=0 at X, linear extrapolation 
with the EPSI value at XI(I) will give an EPSI at 
IXO. With this and the values for X cuid IXO the 
^ " area, and so the total area, has been found.
47 Go to line 170.
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4 8-5 0 From line 44. If the first case for NDIM=1 occurs
the total area (i.e. integral) is found in line 48 
in the same manner as for NDIM=0. For the second 
case the area found for the interval from XI(I) to 
IXO (see lines 32-35) is added to the area bounded 
by the right triangle with corners X, XI(I), and 
EPSI (I), with the right angle at XI(I).
52 In both cases the total integral has been found, 
so the program proceeds to line 170.
53 From line 44. IJK=0 means X is between XI(I-l)
and XI(I), and because the integration only starts 
at XI(I) the area between X and XI(I) is calculated 
and becomes the total integral until further 
integration can be capried out.
55 If IXO is not equal to^any value of XI go back to
line 29, if it is equal to one, continue.
57 From lines 42 or 55, Under the conditions
specified, both X and IXO occur iq^he first range 
of XI values. If this is the case pboceed to line 
70.
59 If only X is in the first range of XI values go to
,^  line 81.
61 If X and ixO are in the second range of XI values
go to line 125.
63 If only X is in the second range of XI values go
to line 136.
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65 If X (and so IXO) is in the third range of XI
»
values go to line 160.
67-69 All possible combinations of values of X and IXO
have been covered» However, if somehow the 
program does reach these lines an error message to 
locate the problem is printed and the program is 
sent to line 174.
70 From line 57. If NDIM> 2 IQSF can be used, and so
proceed to line 74.
72 NDIM=2, so the rest of the integration can be 
performed in this line.
73 Integration is complete so proceed to line 170.
74-77 Because IQSF works from an array, starting at the
first space and proceeding as far as is specified, 
the values of the array EPSI must be shifted so 
that EPSI(I) becomes EPSI(1), EPSI(I+l) becomes 
EPSI (2), etc.
78 The subroutine to perform the integration is
called. The parameters sent to this subroutine are, 
respectively, the integration step size, the values 
of the function being integrated, a storage space 
for integration results, and the effective dimension 
of the array to be integrated (i.e. the number of 
values from I to K inclusive for I and K in the 





79 The result of this integration is added to results 
found previously, if any.
80 Integration is complete; proceed to line 17 0.
81 From line 59. The 0.1 incremental steps go from 
(originally) EPSI(l) to EPSI(101). If 1=100 IQSF 
cannot be used. If I<100 IQSF can be used so . 
operations proceed to line 86.
83 Since IQSF cannot be used, the integrations to the 
end of the first XI range are completed in this 
line.
84 When EPSI is shifted for further integration the
origyia]r~Et>3̂ 4Ji)l)'̂ '̂ nuŝ become etc. NDIM
is' set to 101 so the term EPSI(NDIM) can be used 
initially.
Go to line 9 3.
From line 81. NDIM is set to the proper value and 
EPSI is shifted accordingly.
91-92 IQSF is used and the results are added to the 
previous SUM.
93 From lines 85 or 92. If IXO is in the third XI
rahge go to line 107.
95 If K > 102 IQSF can be used so proceed, to line 99.
97 If K=102 the integration between the spaces
initially called EPSI(101) and EPSI(102) must be 
done in this manner. NDIM is used instead of 101 
because the array may have^ been shifted.- This
> 122 
Step completes integration.
98 Go to line 170.
9 9-106 From line 95. The array EPSI is shifted the proper
number of spaces, NDIM is reset, the integration
is performed with the results added to previous 
answers, and with all integration completed 
operations proceed to line 170.
107-113 From line 93^ EPSI is shifted, NDIM is reset, IQSF 
is used, and the results added to SUM.
114 If K=191 the integrations are complete and
operations proceed to line 170; if K-192 integrations 
cannot be completed with IQSF so operations proceéd 
to line 115; if K > 192 IQSF can be used and 
operations proceéd. to line 117.
115-116 From line 114. These complete the integration and
sends operations to line 170.
117-124 From line 114. In a fashion similar to lines
99-106 these lines complete the integration and send 
operations to line 170.
125-128 From line 61. If NDIM is of insufficient size for
use of IQSF the integrations are completed here 
and operations are sent to line 170. If NDIM is 
large enough to use IQSF go to line 129.
129-135 EPSI is shifted, integrations are completed, and 
operations are sent to line 170.
136 From line 63. If I<190 IQSF Ccin be used, and so
123
proceed to line 141.
138 If 1=190 integrations for the second XI range are
completed in this line.
139-140 NDIM is reset appropriately and operations proceed 
to line 148.
141-147 From line 136. ' Integration procedures for the 
second XI range are completed.
148 From lines 140 or 147. If K > 192 IQSF can be
used and so operations proceed to line 152.‘
150-151 With K=192, final integration is performed and 
operations proceed to line 170.
152-159 From line 148. Final integration for the third XI
range is performed, the result is added to 
previous results and operations proceed to line 170.
160 From line 65, If NDIM>2 IQSF can be used so
operations move to line 164.
162-163 Since NDIM=2, final integration is performed in 
this manner and operations go to line 170.
164-169 From line 160. Integration procedures are
performed for the third XI range. This completes 
integrations for this range.
170 Fr]^ lines 52, 73, 80, 98, 106, 116, 124, 128, 135,
151/^159, 163, or 169. Whenever the integration 
'has been completed the program has been sent here. 
The final result of the integration, SUM, is
placed in INTDI(1) where it can be retrieved by
124
the MAIN program.
171 The error marker U K  is set to 0 to indicate 
subroutine SIGI has operated correctly.
172 A further safety check is made, if SUM> 0 the 
program proceeds to line 177.
174-175 From lines 69 and 172. Something drastically wrong
has happened. An error message is printed with 
much relevant data.
176 From lines 12, 19, 26, and 175. Because some sort
of error has occurred the error marker is set to 
111.
177-178 The program returns to the MAIN section and
subroutine SIGI ends.
Subroutine DIVIN
This subroutine is called from line 72 in the MAIN 
program and is used to calculate the integral
0
The factors transferred to this subroutine are the 
series of values €e"*^* (called XIEPS) corresponding to the 
 ̂values, the integration cutoff Xq (called IXO), and the
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series of ç values (called XI). XI characteristics have been 
described elsewhere, see for example the.introduction to the 
explanation of the subroutine SIGI in this Appendix.
Lines Function and/or relation to theory
1 Subroutine declaration statement and transfer of
necessary data. INTDI and U K  are as described 
for SIGI, line 1.
2-3 Déclaration of arrays and double precision.
4 The storage space for integration results is set
to 0.
5-7 A loop is set up that searches for a value of XI 
greater than or equal to IXO. If the XI value is 
less than IXO the search continues; if an XI value 
equals IXO the program goes to line 25; and if no 
XI value equals IXO, the first XI value greater 
than IXO sends operations to line 12.
8-11 If IXO is larger than all values of XI an error
message is printed, the error marker is set to 111, 
and operations are sent to line 65 
12-24 From line 6. Since IXO occurs between 2 values of 
XI (i.e. XI(I-l)<IX0<XI(I))vintegration cannot be 
exact and so these lines perform the same sort of 
computations, and for the same reasons, as lines 
29-41 in subroutine SIGI.
25 From lines 19 or 24. If I > 101 then the entire
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first range of XI values is to be integrated over.
In this case proceéd to line 32.
27 Since less than the entire first range is to be 
integrated over, NDIM is assigned the proper value.
28 If NDIM > 2 IQSF can be used; operations go to line 
33.
30 Since NDIM=2, the totil integration is performed 
by thi^line.
31 Since all'integrations are completed, go to line 64.
32 From line 25. NDIM is set to the appropriate value.
33 From lines 28 or 32. Integrations for the first XI 
range are performed using IQSF.
34 Integration;results are added to previous results, 
if any.
35 If I^lOl then integrations are complete and the 
program is sent to line 64.
37 If 1% 191 the entire second range of XI values is
to be integrated over. In this case proceed to 
line 44.
39 Since less than the entire second range is to be
integrated, NDIM is set to the appropriate value.
40 If IQSF' can be used go to line 45.
42-43 The integration for the second XI range is completed
and added to previous results and the operations 
cire sent to line 64.
44 From line 37. NDIM is set to the appropriate value.
.4
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45-4 8 From lines 40 or 44. The array XIEPS is shifted 
the proper number of places.
49 IQSF is called to integrate over the second XI range.
50 The results of this integration are added to the 
previous SUM.
51 If 1(191 all necessary computations have been made 
and operations proceed to line 64.
5 3 Since IXO occurs in the third XI range, more
integration needs to be performed, and so NDIM is 
set appropriately.
54 .If IQSF can be used go to line 58.
56-57 Final integration and summation are completed and
operations proceed to line 64._
58-61 From line 54. XIEPS is shifted the proper number
of places.
62 Final use of IQSF, on the set of values
corresponding to the third XI range.
63 Final summation of results.
64 From lines 31, 35, 43, 51, 57, or 63. The final
result is assigned to INTDI(1) for access by the 
MAIN program upon leaving this subroutine. ■
65-66 From lines 11 or 64. Operations return to the






This subroutine is called from lines 78, 91, 104, 
112, 122, 133, 146, 157, and 168 in the subroutine SIGI and 
from lines 33, 49, and 62 in the subroutine DIVIN.
It is part of IBM's Scientific Subroutine Package 
where it is called "QSF". This subroutine performs 
integrations numerically following the method of Simpson's 
rule. Further details and explanations may be found in the 
SSP manual on page 87.
*Modifications to YAHOO to get BGIN'
The changes in lines 4 to 69 are due to being 
used as a constant. Wording changes in the format statements 
reflect this difference in usage of the value read in for 
SBG in line 19.
The changes in lines 111 through 132 are performed 
because of the change in the Newton-Raphson method. With 
respect to the terms of page 15 (and so pages 10 and 11) the 







In the last line of the group replacing lines 123 
through 132 the size of SUM2 is tested. If it is too small 
the value of i
SUM1/(2.*SUM2)
(in the new version of line 142) would probably exceed the 
size limit of the computer.
The new version of line 142 produces a new iterative 
value of Og in the manner described on page 15.
All- changes cind deletions in the rest of the 
program are obvious consequences of the use of as a 
constant.
The lines inserted between lines 277 and 278 keep 
tr.aick of the latest values of a, a„, and
V
*Modifications to YAHOO to get TAFCHEC
►
■r
The lines inserted between lines 24 and 25 read in 
and .reprint Taff's values for a>’ Og, and oĵ g.
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The variable insetted between lines 56 and 57 is a 
marker used-tô determine whether or not TAFCHEC has completed 
aljpthe functions YAHOO performs for a given Xq . If it has, 
then ITAFF's value is changed from 5 to 500, is
calculated for Taff's a and the current x^, a model 
isothermal gas sphere is created from this and Taff's
values of and o^g, and the is found from comparison of
the <3at^ to this model.
The lines inserted between lines 102 and ,10 3 and 
again be^tween lines 107 and 108 check to see if TAFCHEC has 
completed the YAHOO functions. If so, the values for ctj[so 
using Taff's vaTue of a have been calculated (lines 79 to 107 
inclusive) and thev'pçogram can calculate the x •
Since line 281 completes the YAHOO functions, 
ITAFF's value is reassigned, a is set to Taff's value, and 
operations return to line 79 to calculate 0^35.
After this has been done operations go to the line 
flagged 820. Here x^ is set to 0 and a loop calculates the 
theoretical number of galaxies in each ring from ^ e  model, 
produced with Taff's values. x̂ - is then calculated from
these theoretical values of Taff and the actual number of
galaxies (the data set NOBS).
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Once the has been found both it and the Taff 
value of a are printed. The a value is printed as a safety 
check since its variable name in the program* ALPHA,-is 
changed continuously during the program's execution. Taff's 
values of Og and are not reprinted because the spaces
they are assigned to (TSC and TSBG respectively) remain 
unchanged once they are read in.
After printing Taff's a and the calculated x^/ 






Plate and cluster information
The table on the next page lists information 
relating to the plates used in this thesis. Also listed are 
the redshift of each cluster I s \well as the distance and 
richness classifications-ah^^the'i 1950 positions; the last
I \three items are from Abell (1958),















































,0351 3 0 15^14^0 +07°12'
044 3 0 23 22.0 +14 22
055 3 0 23 34.0 +20 53





Tabulated in this appendix are the results of the 
strip counts. Since the strips were centred on the major 
galaxy in three of the clusters, this central galaxy was 
counted twice for each orientation, once for each strip 
which contained half of it (strips 6 and 7). For the fourth 
cluster the centre held a binary galaxy. This cluster had 
the strips centred between the members' of the binary and each 
member of the binary was treated like all other galaxies in 
the cluster; each was only counted once for each orientation.
After the three sets of strip counts, for each 
cluster (one set of counts for each magnitude limit) are two 
items : a list of four cluster centres, the three from the 
different magnitude limits and the Abell (1958) centre; and 
a diagram of the centre area of the cluster, at twice the 
print scale, locating the four centres. The diagrams are 
centred on the locations of the centres of strip counting 
and the boxes for the Abell centres come from the one digit 
difference in accuracy stated in the tables of cluster 
centres. The squares of the diagram corrèspond to the 1.5 










1 1 2 4 2
2, 3 1 2 0
$ 4 5 4 1
' 4 3 2 5 4
5 8 6 4 9
6 6 9 7 8
b 7 9 8 9 10
8 4 5 1 5
9 5 1 3 3
10 ' i 3 5 3
11 0 2 1 1
12 2 2 0 0
total 46 46 45 . 46
1 9 12 7 12
2 14 12 14 9
3 11 10 14 7
4 21 21 25 15
5 27 21 24 26
. 6 27 31 18 29
D 7 22 20 23 30
8 18 18 12 22
9 15 10 12 11
10 9 22 12 16
11 9 4 16 6
12 11 11 11 4
total 193 192 188 187
' 1 26 28 23 26
2 40 28 ■ C?'-'36 25
3 33 21 42 19
4 34 41 42 33
- 5 43 52 40 54
- 6 54 66 30 61
•f 7 50 * 46 58 58
8 42 42 37 49
9 37 30 32 33
10 ’ 22 35 29 30
11 28 24 27 18
12 26 21 27 13






























1 0 . 2 2 2
2 1 3 2 2
3 4 3 3 0
4 1 5 1 1
5 7 3 5 9
6 7 5 9 9
b 7 6 8 8 7
8 5 6 3 6
9 6 4 7 4
10 . 5 3 2 1
11 3 - 4 0 2
12 1 2 4 2
total 46 48 46 45
- 1 8 20 12 16
2 15 19 20 23
3 22 26 23 25
4 31 39 21 50
5 41 30 37 54
6 64 57 80 49
D 7 71 49 50 39
8 44 32 31 42
9 36 ' 32 47 35
10 29 37 34 32
11 23 39 28 17
12 16 18 • 22 23
total 400 398 405 405
1 11 26 22 29
2 38 33 22 32
3 31 36 33 33
4 38 46 35 63
\ 5 52 41 47 586 73 56 79 54
■f 7 71 45 56 50
8 54 45 39 43
9 38 41 58 39
10 32 46 45 38
11 . 30 50 35 23
12 25 31 23 27
total 493 496 494 489
138
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1 0 1 3 3
2 1 1 1 2
3 2 3 3 1
4 4 5 6 5
5 5 4 1 5
6 5 9 3 9
b 7 13 7 6 11
8 5 5 7 4
9 4 2 7 0
10 6 6 8 4
11 1 4 5 1
12 6 4 2 3
total 52 51 52 48
1 18 16 17 23
2 34 14 19 32
3 20 18 37 26
4 26 27 31 31
5 22 33 30 37
6 36 38 30 36
D 7 58 43 24 46
8 . 25 32 33 32
9 26 28 33 20
10 30 29 32 23
11 22 31 23 23
12 17 27 27 11
total 334 336 336 340
1 60 39 39 33
2 71 39 43 35
3 62 39 63 50
4 48 50 57 47
5 41 63 57 57
6 77 69 6 8 j 78
f 7 97 92 67 87
8 76 75 67 85
9 50 71 72 56
10 69 82 59 61
11 44 53 52 64
12 37 59 • 54 41
total 732 731 698 694
A2626





























1 1 5 . 6 12 1 . 4 5 43 7 6 5 .2
4 4 3 2 35 3 0 3 5e 13 10 6 8
b 7 3 7 14 68 10 4 5 6
9 3 4 3 5
10 3 2 1 511 3 4 ■ 4 - 4
12 1 3 1 3
total 52 52 55 52
1 15 13 24 17
, 2 15 14 18 233 25 14 18 14
■ 4 26 24 20 , 28
% 18 21 23 17
, 6 40 38 40 32
D 7 34 33 46 41
8 34 24 20 23
. 9 14 23 22 19
10 18 16 10 20
11 8 20 18 1412 12 17 . 7 17
<otal 259 257 266 265
1 " i r ‘ . Y ■\ 15 20 ' 29 26
2 ^28 >• 27 20 21
3 27 23 23 22
4 32 30 25 28
5 38 23 29 26
6 49 42 • 47 48
f 7 42 35 59 50
8 35 31 ' 25 - 30
9 18 37 32 26 .
10 24 24 8 26
11 23 32 23 1312 17 24 11 17


























The ring count results are tabulated by quadrant
and ring in this appendix for all three» magnitude limits of
'Veach cluster. The'tables contain the rin^ number, the outer
radius in arcminutes- of that ring, the number, of galaxies in■
each quadrant, and the number of galaxies for the ring. At 
the bottom of the tables are the total numbers of galaxies




NE NW SE SW z NE NW SE SW Z NE NW SE SW Z
1 222#v 0 2 1 1 4 1 1 0 4 6 .4 3 3 3 13
2 4.48 0 2 0 1 3 2 6 0 0 8 0 6 2 8 16
3 6.72 1 ' 1 3 0 ' 5 6 1 8 4 19 7 6 9 7 29
4 8.96 2 1 2 0 5 5 5 3 1 14 14 11 7 , 10 42 ■
5 11.20 1 1 t 2 2 6 6 3 4 5 18 9 9 6 . 9 33
6 13.44 2 1 0 1 4 11 2 2 3 18 16 8 1 11 36
7 15.68 2» 0 0 2 4 4 0 9 16 17 4 5 9 35
8 17.92 2 1 0 1 4 4 2 3 - 12 9 5 5 10 29
9 20.16 1 0 0 1 2 7 2 4 4 17 20 6 6 9 41 •
10 22.40 2 1 0 V) 3 2 4 2 4 12 16 10 9 6 41
11 24.64 . 1 0 0 1 2 6 2 4 5 17 11 4 11 16 42
12 26.88 0 1 3 0 4 7 3 6 8 24 11 8 11 11 41
13 29.12 1 0 0 1 5 ' 2 3 2 12 14 9 10 8 41
14 31.36 1 1 1 4 0 2 4 ' 6 12 9 7 21 17 54
15 33.60 0 1 0 0 1 7 ■ 7 1 5 20 10 13 8 5 36
16 35.84 0 0 1 0 1 2 . 1 6 3 12 9 14 23 5 51
17 38_08 0 1 0 1 2 7 4 1 3 15 13 17 14 12 56
18 40.32 0 0 0 1 1 3 8 5 6 \_:22 18 25 10 22 75
19 42.56 .0 0 0 0 0 13 8̂ • 4 4 29 18 12 21 13 64'
20 44.80 0 1 0 C 1 2 14 7 13 4 38 14 • 15 28 16 73
;; 1 16 15 13 14 58 111 74 73 83 341 239 192 210 207
A259-3



















































































































NE NW SE SW l . NE NW SE SW . E NE NW SE SW ■ E
1 1.63 ■ 1 0 0 1 2 0 3 G 1 4 2 4 2 3 11
2 3.27 1 1 1 1 4 . 4 5 2 6 17 7 5 10 9 31
3 4.90 1 ■1 1 2 5 4 3 2 4 13 6 8 7 14 35
. 4 6.53 1 0 0 2 ‘ 3 7 5 2 5 19 12 8 ! 7 14 41
S 8.16 0 2 0 1 3 ■ 4 4 3 IG 21 7 15 8 19 49
6 9.80 2 1 0 . 2 5 11 4 1 8 24 lÔ 9 6 19 44
7 11.43 3 1 ■ 1 2 7 7 7 6 7 27 14 14 13 13 54
8 13.66 2 0 1 2 ë 7 10 4 14 35 12 14 'v.16 25 67
9 14.70 2 0 2 G 4 11 7 15 6 39 27 16 30 22 95 .
10 16.33 0 0 2 0 2 9 4 8 8 29 19 8 27 17 71
-11 17.96 1 1 0 2 4 IG 11 12 10 43 26 21 21 17 85
12 19.59 0 1 2 3 6 r ' 6 6 14 32 16 14 22 34 86
13 21.23 1 0 3 0 4 < 9 12 15 13 4.9, 17 24 19 23 83
14 22.86 1 1 1 2 5 10 3 8 8 29 21 9 21 19 70
15 24.49 2 0 1 0 3 8 3 14 14 39 20 14 36 23 93
16 26.12 1 2 3 1 7 13 8 12 10 43 31 21 38 22 112
17 27.76 2 1 3 0 6 17 16 16 10 59 32 27 40 26 125
18 29.39 5 0 0 1 6 11 17 14 15 57 27 27 33 40 127
19 31.02- 0 1 4 G 5 17 7 12 17 £53 28 12 31 31 102
20 32.66 0 0 4 1 5 15 ■ 12 17 21 65 37 29 38 43 147
E 26 13 29 23 91 180 147 169 201 697 371 299 425 433 1528 H
A154
Ring ROUT
b D f . '
NE NW SE SW Z NE NW SE SW Z NE NW SE SW Z
,1 1.55 .0 1 • 2 0 3 0 , 5' 4- 4 13 2 8 4. 4 182 3.11 1 0 1 1 33 . 4 ' 5 2 7 18 5 6 2 6 193 4,66 1 1 1 2 5 5 4 ' 4- 4. 17 8 5 2 6 21
4 6.22 1 3. 1 0 . 5 2 9 ' 4 2 17 2 6 9 4 215 7.77 0 0 2 1 3 7 5 7 3 22 6 6 11 5 286 9.33 , 1 2 0 0 . 3 4 4 6 • 8 22 7 2 5 12 26
7 10.88 1 0 0 2 3 4 5 2 1 12 6 8 1 3 188 12.43 1 1 1 0 3 4 8 . 4 2 18 8 9 8 1 269 13.99 3 1 1 1 6 3 5 10 7 25 9 5 8 8 30
10 15.54 0 1 2 3 6 5 5 8 5 23 . 4 7 8 6 2511 17.10 3 1 0 0 4 8 4 8 6 26 14 7 12 10 4312 18.65 4 1 1 * 0 6 14 7 10 3 34 13 a 19 7 47
13 20.21 1 1 1 1 4 4 6 6 .8 24 7 4 4 12 2714 21.76 0 2 0 1 3 8 4 3 9 24 9 11 13 9. 4215 33.31 1 0 2 •J. 4 3 5 17 2 27 7 10 11 6 34
16 24.87 0 3 4 0 7 6 10 13 6 35 11 12 14 5 4217 26.42 1 0 8 1 10 8 10 16 8 42 16 8 13 6 4318 27.98 1 0 4 1 6 6 3 13 9 31 6 7 12 16 41
19 29.53 1 3 1 2 7 6 13 10 13 42 - 4 16 14 7 4120 31.09 0 1 2 1 4 5 6 11 4 26 11 8 15 8 42




Below are tabulated the background' counts for each
cluster's three magnitude limits. These counts were taken
in 9 cm bj 9 cm squares in each corner of each print (8.7,5
cm squares for A2052). Besides the number counts (N) and
the background densities in galaxies/arcmin^ (a), the total
counting area in arcmin^ are presented for each cluster.
The densities of the Z column are those used as the initial
estimates for the program YAHOO and also as the fixed
r
values of in the program BGIN.
The background counts were also used to calculate 
AM in Table 12. '
A2052




E ,NE NW SE SW
b N 6 2 ‘ 2 1 11
a 9.68(-3) 3.23C-3) 3.23(-3) i.61(-3) 4.44(-3)
D N 33 12 50 8 103
0 5.32(-2) 1.94(-2) 8.06(-2) 1.29 (-2) 4.15(-2)
f N 87 48 105 38 278
a 1.40(-1) 7.74(-2) 1.69(-1) 6.13{-2) 1.12(-1)
149
A2593




ZNE NW SE SW
b N ■ 4 4 3 4 15
a 6.8K-3) 6.8K-3) 5.1K-3) 6.8K-3) 6.39(-3)
D N 27 60 53 42 182
a 4.60 (-2) 1.02(-1) 9.03(-2) 7.16(-2) 7.75{-2)
f N 39 95 71 60 265
a 6.64(-2) 1.62(-1) 1.2K-1) 1.02(-1) 1.13(-1)
A2626





zNE NW SE SW
b N 11 5 7 3 26
0 3.14(-2) 1.43(-2) 2.00(-2) 8.56(-3) 1.85(-2)
D N 92 66 68 74 300
a 2.63(-1) 1.88(-1) 1.94{-1) 2.1K-1) 2.14(-1)
f N 202 146 123 151 622
a 5.76(-l) 4.17(-1) .3.5K-1) 4.3K-1) 4.44(-l)
150
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rNE NW \ SE SW
b N 5 0 8 8 21
a 1.57 (-2) 0.00 (-■0) 2.52 (-2) 2.52{-2) 1.65(-2)
D N 32 26 40 37 lg5
a l.Ol(-l) 8.19(--2) 1.26 (-1) 1.17(-1) 1.06 (-1)
f N 36 29 62 47 174




The data for each magnitude limit of a given 
cluster were used in the programs YAHOO and BGIN for two 
cases each; using data for all 20 rings arid just using data 
for the inner 10 rings. Each cluster has therefore 12 sets 
of results. Table 12 displays parts of these results but
this appendix lists the complete results.
- 6The tables display, in columns from left to right; 
ML - the magnitude limit for this set of rows; ûM - the 
difference in magnitude between the b limit cuid the D and f 
magnitude limits ; Prog - the program used ; NR - the number 
of rings used; NG - the number of galaxies used; oc - the 
best fit scale factor; - the best fit central density;
0jjg - for YAHOO the best fit background density, for BGIN 
th'e counted background as obtained from the counts in 
Appendix G (in BGIN this value is necessarily the same for 
.both 10 and 20 ring cases for a given cluster and magnitude 
limit); Xq - the best fit integration cutoff to the 
isothermal gas"sphere model; - the calculated x^ obtained 
from comparing the best fit model to the data; and Prob - 
the probability that any x^ would be smaller than the one • 
actually found. For the last column the number of degrees 
of^freedom used is (NR-k), where k=5 for YAHOO and k=4 for 
BGIN.
152




,2Oĵ g - galaxies/arcmin'
A2052
ML AM Prog NR NG a °bg x" Prob
b YAHOO 10 40 1.31K-1) 3.567(-0) 8.516(-3) 200 2.063 .1596
20 58 2.179(-1) 2.069 (-0) 2.419(-3) 200 8. 480 .0969
BGIN ' 10 ■ 40 1.717(-1) 2.689 (-0) 4.44 (-3) 200 2.207 . 1003
20 58 1. 824 (-1) 2.464 (-0) 4.44 (-3) 200 10.22 .1451
D 1.6 YAHOO 10 14Q 2.899 (-0) 2.84K-1) 8.203(-3) 30 4. 446 .5129
20 341 2.876(-0) 2.386(-1) 4.314(-2) 10 24.61 . 9446
BGIN 10 140 2.662 (-0) 2.693{-l) 4.15 (-2) 10 4.605 .4046
20 341 2.952(-0) 2.36K-1) 4.15 (-2) 10 24.88 .9280
f 2.3 YAHOO 10 . 315 2.404 (-0) 4.968(-l) 1. 277 (-1) 10 8.056 . 8468
20 848 2.714(-0) 4.670 (-1) 1.134(-1) 10 17.52 .7113
BGIÎÎ lo' ‘315 2.714(-0) 4.710(-1) 1.12 (-1) 10 8. 368 . 7876



















































































































ML iM Prog ' NR NG a °bg x" . Prob
b . - YAHOO 10 40 1.407(-0) 2.095(-1) 9.67K-3) 160- 4.298 .4926
20 91 1.294 (-0) 2.215(-1) l.l85(-2) 140 6.662 .0336
BGIN 10 40 1.287(-0) 2.137(-1) 1.85 (-2) 30 4. 322 .3668
20 91 1.27K-0) 2.162(-1) 1.85 (-2) 30 6.787 .0228
D 1.8 YAHOO 10 228 1.035(-0) 5.499 (-1) 2.022(-1) 160 5.511 .6433
20 697 1.574(-0) 4.659(-l) 1.668(-1) 140 19.01 . 7867
BGIN 10 228 9.660 (-l) 5.696(-l) ' 2.14 (-1) 50 5.520 .5210
20 697 1.152(-0) 5.186(-1) 2.14 (-1) 20 26.14 .9479
f 2.3 YAHOO 10 498 1.080 (-0) 1.128(-0) 5.364 (-1) 10 8.811 . 8832
20 1528 1.454(-0) 1.204(-0) 3.786(-l) 80 , 29.80 ^ .9873
BGIN . 10 498 '9.637 (-1) 1.238(-0) 4.44 (-1) 200 9.861 .8694




ML AM Prog NR NG a ^bg" x" Prob
b - YAHOO 10 40 5.214(-2) 1.083(+1) 3.769(-2) 200 1.947 .1436
. 20 95 6.333(-l) 4.577(-l) 1.790 (-2) 180 9.057 . 1255
■ z' BGIN 10 40 • 6. 74.8 (-1) 4.455 (-1) 1.65 (-2) 200 . 2.981 .1888
20 95 6.748 (-l.) 4,450(-1) 1.65 (-2) 200 9.120 .0916
D 1.3 YAHOO 10 187 6.174(-2) 3.638(+1) 1.704(-1) 200 4.745 .5522
20 498 5.064(-l) 2.549 (-0) 1.049(-1) 180 17.00 .6811
BGIN 10 187 . ■ 5.549(-1) 2.313(-0) 1.06 (-1) 120 5.323 . 4969
20 498 5.453(-l) 2.342 (-0) 1.06 (-1) 160 17.02 .6157
f 1.5 YAHOO 10 232 1.006(-1) 2.421(4-1) 1. 709 (-1) 190 3.819 .4242






















In Table 16 the accepted core radii are presented, 
having been calculated from the parameters produced by the 
program version BGIN when all 20 rings are used.' In this 
appendix the counted density profiles are presented for all 
three magnitude limits for each cluster. These were 
produced from the ring count data of Appendix F.
Superimposed on these profiles are the best 
fitting models created from the BGIN(20) parameters 
specified on the individual graphs (these parameters are 
i n d u e d  in Appendix H) . The model profiles also indicate 
the core radii r^ (in arcmin) which are transformed to the 
radii of Table 16. '
The error bars on these graphs are set to be equal 
to. the square root of the number of galaxies occurring in a 
particular ring. Despite the fact that the outer rings 
have more galaxies than the inner rings, the densities . .
enclosed by the error bars decrease as r^^ increases because ' 
of the increased area, and so smaller densities, covered by 
these outer rings.
The units on all profiles are: rĝ y and o - arcmin;





Obg=.00 44 4 
,x_=200.2
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This appendix contains sample output from the 
programs YAHOO, BGIN, and the BASIC program used to produce 
the series of values e~'̂ iii'.
Both YAHOO and BGIN begin by reprinting the line 
used to check terminal speed and width, followed by the 
initial estimate for . The next number is either called 
the estimate for Oĵ g (if YAHOO is being used) or the actual
value of cTĵg (if BGIN is being, used) . The number of rings
used is then printed. If this is less than the total 
available in the data file (i.e. less than 20) the
^ remainder of the ring data will be ignored for all
computations.
The table that follows reprints the number of 
galaxies in each ring and that ring's inner and outer radii 
as a safety check. (Obviously the outer radius of one ring 
is the inner radius of the next ring outwards.) Also 
tabulated are the calculated observed densities of these 
rings and their average radii. These last two columns are 
used to draw observed density profiles of the type in 
Appendix I.
Then the main patt of the output begins with the 
printing of the Xq value for the subsequent series of a
165
values. The table of numbers following Xq lists the a 
values found by incrementing log(a), and, for YAHOO, the 
and ajjg values arising from this, particular x^-a combination 
and the resultant x^* There are three sets of these four 
values in each row; groups are to be read across, and not 
down, the page. For BGIN's output has already been set, 
30 printed across the page are four sets of three values: 
a, the Oc found by the Newton-Raphson method, and the 
resulting
After the possible range of a values has been 
printed, the minimum x^ in the tcible and its causative 
parameters are printed. Then the x^ and associated 
parameters obtained from the.a averaging technique are 
listed.
The program then proceeds to the next Xq value and
continues.
A sample output from the BASIC program is included 
to show that the ç values are not as exact for th'e e“ 
values, as YAHOO and BGIN make them. Remarks on how this 
program was used for this thesis are included in Appendix B.
RUN YAHOO













































0.0399 39.21600)049T 41^45510.0618 43.6944

























,B0 DENS CHI-SO------ALPHA—  — CENT-DENS-
6.269E-02 1.1B5E+02 2.287E-01 5.755E+00
6.269E-02 1.1B5E+02 3.975E-01 1.591E+00
-6:12BE=02— 1 n04Et02 6.907E^01 — 1T325E+00-
5.427E-02 6.795E+01 1.200E+00 6.B99E-01
4.786E-02 3.397E+01 2.086E+00 3.607E-01
4i264E“02 2«474E+01 3.Ô25E+00 li805E-01
3.573E-02 4.370E+01 6.299E+00 1.092E-01
1.926E-02 6.617E+01 1.095E+01 9% 950E-02
=TT824Er==02— B;429E+01--T.702ET0I 1 T 3 H 6 E ^ I “
-1.239E-01 9.403E+01 3.306E+01 2.844E-01
-4.370E-01 9.824E+01 5.745E+01 7.387E-01
MIN FROM PROGRAM! 3.015E+00 -2i237E-01
















2.750E-01 2.906E+00 6.269E-02 1.1B5E+02 



















XO IS EQUAL TO 20
ALPHA CENT DENS BG DENS CHI-SO ALPHA CENT DENS BG DENS CHI-SO ALPHA CENT DENS BO DENS CHI-SQ
9.512E-02 5.765E+01 6.269E-02 1.185ET02 1.144E-01 1.863E+01 6.269E"02 — m  83Et02--l-r373r=01“ 9.315ET00 -6.269E-02 - 1.185ET02 H
1.653E-01 5.405E+00 6.269E-02 1.1Q5ET02 1.987E-01 4.517E+00 6.214E-02 1 .1S9ET02 2.3B9E-01 3.358E+00 6.154E-02 1.124E+02 CTl
2.873E-01 2.218E+00 6.137E-02 1.lllE+02 3.454E-01 3.070EF00 5.G52E-02 9.828E+01 4.152E-01 2.483E+00 5.677E-02 8.654E+01
4.-992E-01 -1.993E+00 - 5;492E-02- 7-.518E+01 ■ 6.002E-01 -l;584E+00 5.3105-02^— 6:439ET01 -7.216E-0r— IT267EFOQ-- 5H15E=02- ?7365EfOI
8.675E-01 1.004E+00 4.914E-02 4.33^Et01 1.043E+00 7.734E-01 4.747E-02 3.5B1E+01 1.254E+00 5.920E-01 4.594E-02 3.051E+01
1.508E+00 4.590E-01 4.430E-02 2.671E+01 1.812E+00 3.568E-01 4.265E-02 2.529E+01 2.I79E+00 2.775E-01 4.105E-02 2.690E+01
2.620E+00 2.250E-01 3.869E-02 2.B93ET01 3.150E+00 1.877E-01 3.601E-02 ■ T. 1D4ET0I”— 377B7ET00 IT579E^r -3.308E-02' 3.592ET0T
4.553E+00 1.396E-01 2.979E-02 4.098E+01 5.474E+00 1.246E-01 2.609E-02 4.70BE+01 6.581E+00 1.142E-01 2.166E-02 5.392EF01
7.912E+00 1.082E-01 1.611E-02 6.llOEfOl 9.512E+00 1.064E-01 B.795E-03 6.81BE+01 1.144E+01 1.092E-01 -1.037E-03 7.4BOE401
---l;375E+01 i.l78E-0I -1.490E-02 8.054ET0I 1.653E+01 1.332E-0I -3.43IE-02 8.S43E101 ■ I.9B7ET01 -I.503E-01 -67228E-02 B.929ET01
2.389E+01 1.957E-01 -1.018E-01 9.242E+01 2.873E+01 2.515E-01 -1.592E-0Î 9.466E+01 '3.-ir)4£ + 01 3.341E-01 -2.428E-01 9.619E+01
RUN BGfN
' THIS DATA IS THESIS MATERIAL. DO NOT EDIT DR DELETE.(COLIN MIGHT CRY IF YOU DO.)




THERE ARE 20 RINGS
NOBS ROUT SIGÜB RAV
6.0000 0.0000— - --0^3806—---  1.5839
8.0000 2.2400 0.1692 3.5418
19.0000 4.4800 0.2411 5.7109
14.0000-- — 6.7200 — 0.1269 ------7T9196-
18.0000 8.9600 0.1269 10.1420
18.0000 11.2000 0.1038 12.3708
16.0000 13.4400 0.0781 14.6030
12.0000 15.6800 0.0508 16,8373
17.0000 17.9200 0.0634 19.0729
1210000----- 20.1600-- -— D.0401 -----21.3095-
17.0000 22.4000 0.0514 23.5467
24.0000 24.6400 0.0662 25.7843
12.0000 26.8800 0.0305 28.0224
12.0000 29.1200 0.0282 30.2607
20.0000 31.3600 0.0438 32.4993
12.0000 ---- 33.6000 0.0246 - ■U4.73B1
15.0000 35.8400 0.0208 36.9770
22.0000 38.0800 0.0399 39.2160
29.0000 40i3200---- --Ot0497— • - 41.4551-
38.0000 42.5600 0.0618 43.6944
44.8000
Y
XO IS EQUAL TO 10
ALPHA - CENT DENS—  CHI-SQ - ALPHA —  
1.902E-01 1.074E+O1 1.866E+02 2.287E-01
3.975E-01 2.259E+00 1.787E+02 4.779E-01
B.304E-01 l;292E+00 1 i096Et02“ 97984E-01
1.735pfOO 5.013E-01 3.936E+01 2.086E+00
3^625ET00 1.784E-01 2.81SE+01 4.358E+00
7.574E+00 7.043E-02, 7i04BE+01 9ii05E+00
1.582E+01 3.690E-02 1.146E+02 1.902E+01
3.306E+01 2.7I7E-02 1.352E+02 3.975E+01
6 i 907E+01 — 470E-02— lT«3E+02— 8;304E+01 
1.443E+02 2.411E-02 1.428E+02 1.735E+02
3.015E+02 2.39BE-02 1.431E+02 3.625E+02
6.299E+02 2.395E-02 1.432E+02— 7.574E+02
1.314E+03 2.394E-02 1.432E+02 1.582E+03
MIN FROM PROGRAM: 3.015E+00
















8.306E+01 ■ li095E+Ot— 4TSB4E-02- 
1.219E+02 2.2B7E+01 3.050E-02
1.37<SE+02 4.779E+01 2.551E-02























































































































































1.A53E-01 37 45̂ 4Ê 0I 
7.2JAE-01 





























ENTER STEP SIZE, NUMBER OF STEPS 





















































































































































.498044E-2 14865B5E'̂  
.47564E-2 
.465177E-2 
.455162E-2 
.445567E-2 
.436366E-2 
■.427535E-2 
.419051E-2 
.41O095E-2 
.403047E-2 
.39549E-2 
.3BB20BE-2 
.3811B6E-2 
.37441F-2
EXP(-PSIJ»PSr
.598429E-2 
- .508965E—3 
.129554E-3 
.514997E-4
-.258564E=4--
.149S29E-4 
.949810E-5 
.644777E-5 - 
.459828E-5 
.340612E-5
260007E-5---
.203376E-5
.162321E-5
.13177Ë-5----
.10B528E-5
.905072E-6-;763049E^--
.649505E-6
.557577E-6
.482308E-6----
.420063E-6
.368122E-6
-T324422E=5----
.207304E-6
.255777E-6
.228637E-6----
.2052E-6 
.184853E-6
‘.167101E“-6----
.151543E-6
.13785E-6
.125751E^6 ---
.115019E-6
.105468E-6
■ .95939E-T----
.892996E-7
.824367E-7
.762543E-7
.706704E-7
.656141E-7
.610251E^7 '■
.5605OBE-7
.530454E-7
.495693E-7
.463076E-7
.4347E-7
.407899E-7
.383236E-7
.360503E-7
.339517E-7
.320112E-7
.302144E-7
.2B5403E-7
.270012F-7
cn
00
